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1.0 Introduction
This study was performed by the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company Flight Deck Research Group
for the NASA Langley Research Center. Study objectives were to define potential commercial cockpit
flight applications and human factors design guidelines for voice recognition and synthesis systems.
Specific objectives were to survey existing and forecast near-term state-of the-art (SOA) voice
technology, to define and appraise practicability of candidate applications for commercial flight
operations, and to identify suitability for operations. A hierarchy of benefits, applications, and tradeoffs
was developed. General specifications for simulator and aircraft quality voice systems have been
provided. Finally, the results of this study were compared to a recently completed NASA study
(NAS1-16199).
To achieve the stated objectives the study was broken down into five tasks:
Task 1: Review voice recognition and synthesis systems technology
Task 2: Appraise use of voice in control and information transfer
Task 3: Determine suitability in aircraft operational environment
Task 4: Identify and recommend applications by benefits hierarchy
Task 5: Appraise a given control-display study for candidate voice system applications ---_
Task 1 was to define the state of the art in voice technology and forecast its progress over the next five
years. This effort would thus produce the baseline tradeoff data for identifying practical applications of
voice recognition and synthesis systems for aircraft operations.
Task 2 was to review aircraft system management requirements for possible uses of voice systems. This
included identification of potential uses in existing systems as well as possible uses in evolving systems.
Task 3 was to synthesize environmental and operational considerations for flight deck applications. --
This effort was to identify both benefits and constraints of candidate voice systems applications
identified in tasks 1 and 2 for practicality and desirability of use for each potential task function.
Task 4 was to develop a hierarchical benefit scheme for the applications under consideration, which
could be used to contrast voice systems concepts versus traditional hardware systems concepts. It would
also develop general-purpose human factors guidelines for voice system uses in the flight deck and ___:
general specifications for three levels of candidate voice system capability.
Task 5 was to appraise another NASA control display study for possible insertion of voice system
applications.
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2.0 Technical Report
2.1 Task 1: Review Voice Recognition and Synthesis Systems Technology
The objective in task 1 was to define the state of the art for voice recognition and synthesis technology,
project where it will go in the next five years, and establish a baseline capability for aircraft and
simulator applications of voice input-output technology. A literature survey helped to determine the
capabilities and performance available in current voice systems. The literature survey information was
supplemented significantly by surveys of voice system manufacturers, expert and general users, and an
academic research center. A summary of resulting indications and conclusions follows.
,_ 2.1.1 Voice Recognition-Synthesis Overview
Voice recognition is still awaiting large-scale commercial applications. Most systems are being
,P-- purchased for evaluation purposes. A few applications in industry and government have been reported,
including baggage handling, quality control, and record keeping functions, especially for functions
where the hands and eyes are busy. Capabilities range from recognizing single words or phrases
separated by definite pauses to interpreting entire sentences spoken in a natural manner.
All the systems, with exception of a few with very limited vocabularies, have the disadvantage of
requiring the user to "train" on the system by speaking each word to be recognized one to ten times.
This training reqoirement makes the system speaker-dependent. Another disadvantage is that the
number of words that can be recognized at one time and acknowledged in real time ranges only from 30
to 100.
Determining (or predicting) the accuracy a voice recognition system will actually demonstrate in a
working environment is difficult but very important. Also important is the type of errors possible:
rejection of a vocabulary words; misidentifying a vocabulary word and substituting another; or
misidentifying a sound or nonvocabulary word for a vocabulary word. A user must determine what are
acceptable accuracy rates and types of errors for a particular application and environment. Potential
_'-_ systems will probably have to be tested by the user for compliance because this type of information is
not available from the manufacturer.
_ An Air Force-Navy-NASA research group has been working with domestic and foreign voice systems
manufacturers to develop a flight quality voice recognition and synthesis system (reference sec. 2.1.2.3).
The systems had to operate in the demanding environment of an F-16 fighter aircraft cockpit. Two
-- systems flew in the Advanced Fighter Technology Integrator (AFTI) F-16 test bed and two others
showed technical feasibility to do so. The four systems had limited vocabularies and only operated in
iso]ated word recognition mode, but they all operated with reasonable success in the high ambient noise
_ environment (115 dB) of the F-16.
Several of the voice systems manufacturers have already begun improving their systems to handle
limited connected word recognition. The connected word recognition systems should be ready for
military and commercial use in one to three years. Vocabulary active at any one instant for a given use
will be about 40 words, but total potential vocabulary can be several hundred words. Flight qualified
._ speaker independent voice recognition systems will not be available in the next five years.
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Voice synthesis (or response) systems are used in a wide range of applications from children's toys to
automobiles. Some aircraft quality systems are available and are in use in commercial and military
airplanes.
Voice synthesis systems fall into two categories: those that play back prerecorded (digitized and
compressed) words and phrases, and those that create words by combining various phonemes ....
The digitized and compressed synthesis systems provide the highest quality voice reproduction. The few
flight quality systems are of this type, as are the bulk of commercially available voice synthesis o----
systems. The drawbacks of this technique include committed vocabulary and having to prerecord each
word.
Phoneme-type voice synthesis systems are commercially available now, but flight quality systems have
not yet surfaced. Some phoneme systems are barely understandable, but a few offer good quality and
various voice types; child or adult, male or female. Predefined vocabularies of greater than 7,000 words _-_
are available. It is technically feasible to ruggedize some of the better quality phoneme systems now;
development depends on availability of a market.
Terminology for voice recognition and synthesis systems characteristics is provided here to acquaint the
reader with some of the peculiarities of voice systems related to the range of capabilities.
• Training: Most present recognition systems require "training" for the accumulation of a statistical _-_
record of voice characteristics. Each user must train a particular system before it will recognize that
user saying a number of predefined phrases or words.
• Limited Training Recognition: Training involves reciting a few predefined word strings to the
system. The number of words recited would be a small subset of the total number of words the system
could recognize. _-_
• Isolated Recognition: A user must provide a definite separation between recognizable (trained)
words or phrases, e.g., 200 milliseconds. Often the user must wait for the system to acknowledge that a
phrase/word has been recognized or rejected before entering another phrase/word.
• Connected Recognition: A user may speak a number of recognizable (trained) words without z-_
pausing between them. In connected word systems, the words must be said carefully and not spoken
quickly (National Bureau of Standards, ref. 14). The number of words that may be spoken and
recognized varies from a few to unlimited, depending on the system. Interjecting nontrained words may
cause the system to signal an error or hang up.
• Continuous Recognition: A user may speak a number of recognizable (trained) words in a fluent
manner and at a natural speed. The number of words that can be recognized at one time is dependent on
"_ the system. Interspersed unrecognizable words may cause errors.
• Word Spotting Recognition: Trained words that are interspersed in word strings with untrained
"_" words can be recognized selectively, and the untrained words will be ignored. If the system is capable of
connected or continuous recognition, two or more trained words may be strung together so that the
system selects words in context from the string of words an operator might say.
• Speaker-Dependent Recognition: Each user must train a particular system before it will
recognize the specific user saying specific phrases or words. Training involves speaking each phrase or
word that the system is to recognize one or more times.
• Speaker-Independent Recognition: The system will recognize a large percentage of a population
f--- saying certain phrases/words without significant loss in accuracy. The population will most likely be
linguistically common.
• Variable Syntax: The ability to correctly respond to key words regardless of the order of
presentation.
• Syntaxing a Recognition Vocabulary: The ability to direct a system to recognize a specific subset
of the total vocabulary it has resident in RAM or ROM memory.
• Digitized Synthesis/Playback: Phrases, wordS, or word segments are prerecorded into a memory
device in digital format. Often compression techniques are used to conserve memory. Voice
synthesis/playback involves pulling a words record from memory and sending it through a
digital-to-analog converter, audio amplifier, and a loudspeaker or headphone.
• Phoneme Synthesis: Phonemes, the smallest distinguishable unit of speech utterances, are stored
in a systems memory. Words are created by combining two or more phonemes according to predefined
_-_ rules (resident in a system's memory) or commands from a host system.
• Text-to-Speech Synthesis: ASCII code received from a host system, a terminal, or an optical
character reader is converted into a word or word string. The text-to-speech system has resident
firmware that is used to relate the ASCII code to phonemes that in turn form words.
"_ • Linear Predictive Coding (LPC): A common method of extracting pertinent features of speech for
voice recognition, synthesis, or voice encoding/recording. The LPC method represents a "speech signal
in terms of the parameters of a filter whose spectrum best fits that of the input speech signal"
_'_ (Doddington and Schalk, ref. 10.)
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2.1.2 Survey of the State of the Art in Voice Systems -- Existing and Near-Term Capabilities
and Tradeoffs
Major changes in voice technology have occurred in the last five years, with the most marked changes
occurring in the last two years. Part of this is indicated by the large number of current manufacturers
(Appendix A). Also, recent reports show a shift from basic research to a significant amount of
applications research, a trend that started around 1980.
Surveys of over 250 manufacturer and user organizations have produced a list of 62 systems that are -.
available for application, with information on their performance characteristics. Systems vary widely
in cost, capability, apparent ability to operate in "unfriendly" environments, and extent of associated
experience. Few are recognized to be sufficiently ruggedized for aircraft use. Five systems were built to ___
military criteria and are being tested to demonstrate adequate performance in the very severe
environments (115 dB and 5 gn) of the Advanced Fighter Technology Integrator (AFTI). Others may
have been designed to a standard of rough use sufficient for less severe nonmilitary airplane
environments, but data made available does not permit a judgment. Certainly, those designed to
military criteria could be expected to have more than adequate capability for present purposes.
This 1980 distinction in technology analysis is also evidenced by a shift in emphasis in available
literature, with a rather large proportion of applications-oriented articles being published in the brief
time since 1980. Overall, of 1,956 articles generally related to the field, only 357 were relevant to
current purposes, of which 114 were published since 1980. These latter references are included in _
Appendix B; for convenience, they are in two sections, post-1980 and through 1980.
Additionally, selected but key technology centers were visited for face-to face discussions and critiques -_
of capabilities, limitations, and projected resolutions with technical experts in the field. There was
concurrence among these experts that many key voice systems problems have been resolved for present
objectives, that is, applications in the relatively benign environment of commercial aircraft. --"
Finally, major voice systems state-of-the-art appraisals are being conducted in the AFTI program.
Status of that program was provided to support the present effort. ---
2.1.2.1 Literature/State-of-the-Art Survey Results
Numerous good literature reviews already existed (refs. 8, 17, and 18), and a major update was provided
in the 1983 American Voice Input/Output Society (AVIOS) proceedings (ref. 1). Accordingly, review of
the literature for present purposes was constrained to identification of relevant information regarding
use of voice in control display applications for aircraft operations. The choice herein was to summarize
user-oriented information rather than present a theoretical review and critique of the literature. The
intent was to identify candidate applications and both benefits and constraints of importance for voice ___
system operations rather than process a traditional literature review.
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• Overview of Voice Systems Applications
Voice input can be used for switching; however, it doesn't appear to offer much advantage over
traditional switching operations. An access word, an action word, and feedback would be required to
complete and confirm a given actuation. The process does not offer apparent advantages over
traditional switching, which inherently provides access and operation cues from location, functional
grouping, switch position, and force-deflection actuation cues. However, there may be benefits if the
task requires that visual attention must be addressed elsewhere, or when continuous speech
recognition is possible.
Given some degree of interaction with the displays (particularly electronic display), the scope of
._-. potential uses for voice recognition can change significantly. Checklist operations, control of
multifunction displays, and multifunction switching could all be performed by voice input. More
sophisticated tasks, such as systems and data management, are possible -- to recall, update, and enter
new information. Automated communication to transfer messages (for instance by data link) becomes
possible using voice to format the message, display a menu to coach and/or copy, to confirm as required.
Voice programming to reprogram the flight plan or flight management systems is also possible.
f-_ Voice synthesis could be used to provide feedback (in a confirming role for inputs) or in a more dynamic
interactive role, much like a dynamic visual display. Candidate applications for voice synthesis include
alerting, auditory data display, interactive functions (such as checklists, procedural recall, or data link
message transfer), and training. However, there are potential conflicts in use, demonstrating that
applications should be made with caution and synthesis should be used sparingly as concluded in an
extensive FAA-sponsored study to develop caution-warning guidelines (ref. 6). Conflict sources include
"_ alerting signals (used to demand and focus attention, prioritize urgency, and guide procedures),
interphone communications, and radio communications. A concern is the degree of use of the auditory
channel; the single thread nature of the channel requires that new applications concepts minimize the
potential for message interference or selective attention that filters out information. Additionally, while
auditory information is demanding it is not as readily selected or reappraised as visual displays. There
is also concern regarding repetition of similar signals: flight crews might acclimatize and become
f--" conditioned to ignore many auditory messages.
• Voice Systems Applications Problems
Remaining technological problems to be resolved for voice systems operations are more extensive for
voice recognition systems than for voice synthesis systems. Voice synthesis is relatively
.... straightforward, with all pertinent variables under design control. However, many variables in voice
recognition are not so easily resolved -- the design must accommodate wide variations in speakers, in
characteristics such as speech time, inflections and enunciation, and in distortion sources such as stress
_-_ and fatigue as well as interference from ambient noise. The sources of variability are factors in
processing strategy and computation time, which, in turn, can influence the applicability of a given
system.
• Voice Recognition Systems Constraints
Processing time and strategy are significant factors that could affect operational use and acceptance of
voice recognition systems by an aircrew. Early systems were unacceptable except for demonstration;
they operated in nonreal time and required an unnatural hesitation between words. Newer systems
bave improved the algorithms to give a much faster response, but potential use can be restricted by the
strategy for the algorithm.
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The most common constraint is that of accommodating acoustic similarities between words. Most
systems require speaker training to obtain a pattern match between programmed words and speaker
speech characteristics; current speaker-independent systems are only available for very small --
acoustically dissimilar vocabularies.
Next, uninterrupted continuous speech, as with the spoken language, is not yet possible. Some systems -.
have the appearance of continuous speech because they are only processing trained phrases or picking
up trained words in context out of a conversation. Others operate in nonreal time, waiting for
completion of a sentence, then using verbal characteristics of the whole sentence as part of the _--.
processing algorithm. Still others use a syntaxing capability, collating permissible syntaxing with the
sounds of the words and phrases to reduce emphasis on individual word recognition. Also, vocabulary
and syntax restrictions are used to reduce the amount of processing by limiting the amount of
recognition required at any one time.
An important constraint is recognition accuracy. Accuracy can be affected by such factors as vocabulary
size, acoustic similarity of words, and the number of operations processed. Accuracy figures are a
function of several factors, so accuracy discussions and figures can be confusing. One measure of
accuracy that is most often quoted is based on using a sound recording tape to train the recognizer, then
using the same tape in playback as a test of recognition accuracy. Unfortunately, such accuracy quotes _-_
seldom consider the normal variations in the spoken word. Another accuracy factor relates to the
threshold settings for acceptance or rejection of words. Error sources can include false acceptance of an
incorrect word, false rejection of a correct word and substitution of another (acoustically similar) word _-"
for the one actually spoken (gear vs. cheer, A J vs. H A). Such error sources can be modified by changing
the rejection threshold and thus the trade-offs of accuracy, false acceptances, and substitution.
Certainly, for most aircraft applications it would be better to reject wrongfully than to accept a wrong --"
word. For this reason, some demonstrations provide for preentry screening and confirmation before
permitting an entry or action.
Variations in operator characteristics present another constraint of use. The importance of distinct and
consistent enunciation has led to categorization of speakers as "sheep" and "goats:' Some people (sheep)
are highly repeatable in their voice pattern, thus are naturally qualified for ready use of voice _-_.
recognition systems. Others (goats) are not consistent from time to time, making voice pattern matching
more difficult. Accordingly, systems based on pattern matching (the trained/acoustic pattern) have a
more difficult time recognizing the words. Similarly, conditions that contribute to voice distortion o--.
(presumably stress, fatigue, hoarseness, and similar factors) may disrupt voice recognition accuracy.
The ambient noise environment can have a definite negative impact on a recognizer's performance. --_
When a system cannot differentiate the ambient noise from the user's voice it may shut down or produce
a large number of errors. Prescreening of the voice input by special hardware can control environmental
interference from ambient noise or background talk. Using noise-cancelling or directional microphones ___
is a simple method to control such interferences. Microphone distance is also important; a fixed distance
is necessary to maintain voice amplitude vs. ambient interference. In application, added control can be
introduced by use of a mike-keying switch, so that the user consciously opens the mike channel when he
wants to talk.
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More elaborate methods are also possible. For example, at Rome Air Development Center, signal
enhancement techniques are being used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. They have demonstrated a
15 dB improvement in speech signal-to-noise level, which made the difference between an unintelligible
and an intelligible message. More extensive emphasis on preprocessing of the signal, before recognition
is attempted, is apparently receiving more attention.
Also, training in the ambient noise environment can facilitate recognition of the spoken word; an
Interstate Electronics system recognized words when trained with a 106 dB factory noise environment
-_ (ref. 11). Obviously, isolated word recognition with a definite pause between words (e.g., the Interstate
system) can work in extremely loud ambient noise. The clearly defined end points make it easier for the
system to distinguish the voice from the ambient background. Connected speech or continuous speech
_ systems do not need the break, but it becomes more difficult to judge end points in a noise environment
since they work with the entire word string.
The requirement for user training on speaker-dependent recognition systems is a definite constraint.
Early voice recognition systems required intensive training in the environment to achieve reliable
operation. Now, as little as one pass through the vocabulary can be sufficient to achieve a creditable
demonstration, although more passes might be desirable for improved reliability. Other concepts are
also being considered in order to simplify the user load in rapidly achieving an adequate level of
training for system operation. One concept is that the user would have a personal tape or magnetic card
that would have a prerecorded vocabulary to present the user's voice characteristics, encoded to
significantly reduce the training cycle. Another concept would utilize a simplified paragraph of
phonemes or words that could be read or typed for training of the system, which could be self-adaptive
with feedback from continued use or updated with a fixed phrase. These latter features would
accommodate for day-to-day and seasonal variations in the voice.
• User Constraints/User Conveniences
Newness of voice recognition systems is such that most researchers have addressed the recognition
technology problem and few have addressed the user interface -- user operations problems. Some major
constraints still exist. However, some key characteristics to enhance this interface and enhance
interactive operation are emerging.
_ The most commonly recognized constraints relate to the fundamental operation of the voice recognizer.
Examples include the forced delay of speech input imposed on the user by systems that require discrete
enunciation. Also, there is the tendency of some machines to stop or do a substitution when they do not
f _ recognize a word.
Another limitation is the rigid syntax imposed by some systems, which in turn requires a very strict
structuring of word sequences. Of course, such limitations are receiving more attention as the state of
the art evolves and researchers turn to concept refinements. Some of the most useful features now
becoming available are in syntax provisions. Some systems have a syntax feature called word spotting
_ -- the recognizer selects the programmed action words from spoken phrases or sentences. Others have a
variable syntax capability which avoids strict sequential structure for words and permits the type of
interchange one might normally perform, for example, Portland ILS approach; ILS approach, Portland;
or Portland approach, ILS. Variable syntax also offers the potential to directly access an area of interest
rather than labor through a menu series or through a series of switching procedures. Rapid access to the
ultimate indenture could facilitate numerous operating procedures.
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Meaningful user interface conveniences should evolve with the interactive input-output (I-O)
applications which are receiving increased attention as a means of improving man-machine interface
operations. Both auditory and visual feedback modes are being demonstrated. U.S. Army research is
exploring an integrated approach via recognition and voice synthesis systems, using voice synthesis in
both a feedback and in a display mode. Also, Boeing has been exploring integration via recognition and
visual display systems, using a visual display to confirm input and also using integrated formats for the
visual displays, to improve comprehension and to restrict the user less (ref. 21). Several possibilities for
increased efficiency can be envisioned, especially if combined with a line edit designator, a
tracker-designated crosshair, or a touch sensitive display that can be used to instantly access the ___
appropriate display area for information of concern. For example, the touch point (or crosshair) can
access the specific part of the displayed information that is the data point of interest -- which could be
indicating a system fault (perhaps via color code) -- then verbal change instructions can be spoken, and
synthesized verbal or visual feedback can be provided regarding the system interpretation of the
instructions before an execute command is given.
• Review of Applications and Research Projects
Voice system applications questions are receiving more attention now that system performance has
progressed to the point where operational uses are being seriously considered. As a sign of the level of
maturation, some of the uses identified in papers and discussions at the 1983 conference of AVIOS are
listed in Figure 2.1.1. Admittedly, some of the applications are experimental, but they demonstrate a
level of interest and of confidence in utility.
Supporting the applications has been an increase in user oriented research. A brief summary of selected
user-oriented research projects that have been accomplished for voice systems will convey progress in 4
this area. The summary is organized to give synopses by categories. In particular, it will be noted that
an extensive amount of this research has been accomplished at the Naval Postgraduate School and
Indiana University. A_
a. Accuracy: Acceptable accuracy rates for voice systems can make the difference between acceptance
and rejection. For example, if 95% accuracy is adequate, many available systems are useable. ---_
Conversely, if 95% is inadequate, the cost in bad reputation could seriously damage voice systems
progress. Rates of 99%, 95%, 90%, and 85% were explored. Results were not conclusive. (Poock, G. K.
and Roland, E. F., 1982, ref. 26.) _-_
b. User Experience/Speaker Independence: Both naive and practiced speakers achieved 96%
accuracy in a speaker-independent mode with a Threshold Technology T600 system trained by 10 passes _
of 50 utterances, by four voices other than their own. Both groups attained about 96% accuracy.
Nonrecognitions (substitutions) accounted for 70% of the total errors. (Poock, G. K. and Martin, B. J.,
1983, refi 29.) ___
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Voice Recognition/Synthesis Applications: Test and Operational Uses
Sales order taking
Telephone
• Interaction
• Dialing
Reservations
_ Software programming
• Computer programming
* Keyboard entry substitution
• Output
• Data processing equipment management
Information retrieval systems
CAD/CAM applications (computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing)
• CAD graphics
. Development
f--" • Mod--"put that there" operation (e.g., with light pen interaction)
• Cartography/geodesy editing/charting
• Source data entry automation
• CAM
"_ * Manufacturing systems machines/processing control
, Inspection/quality control
• Records entry
• Task simplificationf--.
Text applications
• Text to speech (with optical character reader)
• Type to speech translation
• Speech to text translation
Air carriers
- Baggage/package processing
Business
• Data access terminals
- Electronic/dialing
• Products application
• Home electronics
. Automotive
• Inventory control
• Automatic sorting
_-_ Banking
• Automatic teller
• Credit card recognition
Medicine
• Drug manufacture
• Medical records
• Anethesia record keeping
,_" • Handicap support devices
. Robotics control by limb disabled
• Input/output use by blind
Security
• Monitor--alert
• Entry access recognition/verification (<2% errors)
Figure 2.1.1. Reported Applications of Voice Recognition and Synthesis Devices
From 1983 American Voice Input/Output Society (AVIOS)
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Of course, for aircraft systems operation, all backup control systems could be kept concurrent
electronically. For example, syntax provisions allowing voice input to menu bypass for direct access to a
detailed function could bypass some of the steps a multifunction switch (changing function-changing
legend) or a keyboard would normally require. However, the multifunction switch or keyboard system
could be kept concurrent with the voice activated changes in order to maintain current status for the
manual backup mode if required. Possible applications include radio settings, message format for data
link, and system management monitoring and adjustments.
Voice input-output formatting requires more research and development for aircraft operations. __._
Response time, error potential, and workload can all be significantly affected by the design of the voice
interactive system. Simplified input requirements, meaningful feedback, and reliability of operation
are examples of areas needing better research data for design provisioning. Additionally, the operations --_
situation requires attention; for example, key guidelines resulting from caution/warning
standardization studies were to minimize auditory messages in the flight deck in order to avoid
disruption of warnings, air traffic control messages, and crew communication.
c. Voice Change Over Time: Exploration of voice recognition performance as a function of time
showed no decrement after 21 weeks (2.07% errors). This study was on eight subjects using their own
voice patterns for vocabulary sizes from 20 to 240 utterances. 57.37% of these errors were by two people.
In an added exploration, an error rate of less than 2% resulted for trained voices when combining voice
reference patterns of two people (male and female). (Poock, G. K., 1981, ref. 24.)
d. Use of Masks: Measuring effects of a stenographer's mask on recognition accuracy rates showed
2.4% errors compared to 0.4% without masks for speakers experienced in using masks or microphones,
and in experienced speakers showed 7% errors with masks compared to 1.6% without masks. (Poock, G. -_
K., Schwalm, N. D., and Roland, E. F., 1982, ref. 25.)
Voice recognition with a speaker's mask varies with the type of mask and microphone. Using an --_
Interstate Electronics VRT 101, error rate increased when using a stenographer's mask, but the
increase was not of practical consequence since total error remained under 2%. However, average error
rates for gas mask users increased markedly from the no mask average of 7.7% errors to 12% using a _-_
dynamic microphone and 9.2% with a noise-cancelling microphone. Gas mask effects were also shown in
a one subject exploration with the Threshold Technology T600. The authors suggested that user
experience with microphone and mask and better placement of the microphone in the mask could --.
produce accuracies similar to the "unmasked" condition. (Poock, G. K., Roland, E. F., and Schwalm, N.
D., 1983, ref. 28.)
e. Speaker Independence: Using the Threshold Technology T600 voice recognition device, an
experiment addressed the possibility of achieving speaker independence using speaker-dependent
equipment. Recognition accuracies of 95% resulted from storing four user patterns without the present _-_
speaker; accuracy increased to 99% when the speaker's pattern was stored along with four other users.
(See also c, above.) (Poock, G. K., et al, 1982, ref. 27.)
f. Language/Accent Independence: In a bilingual comparison using the Threshold Technology T600,
voice recognition was roughly equivalent for each test language, but recognition performance was
severely degraded when the two languages were combined for simulation of reversion to native
language by the speaker. The difference was attributed to the resulting complex array for the two
languages that was required for interchangeable voice recognition. (Neil, D. E. and Andreason, T., 1981,
ref. 22.)
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Flight plan filing was accomplished by 15 subjects with regional dialects over a telephone, with
messages received by an utterance recognition device that had been trained by 5,617 voices from 24
cities of the U. S. to assure dialectic representation. Ten of 15 subjects were able to file flight plans that
were 100% accurate. Accuracy for the other five ranged from 93.2% to 99.4%. (Skochet, E., Quick, R and
Delemarre, L., 1982, ref. 32.)
g. Voice Changes--Stress, Sex, and Characteristic Differences: Task-induced stress led to more
monotonous speech, speech pattern irregularity, and differences in volume, fundamental frequency,
_-_ shift in fundamental frequency, and articulation precision. (Heckey, L., et al, 1968, ref. 15.)
Voice entry error rates using a Threshold Technology T600 unit showed no difference between male and
female or officer and enlisted personnel. (See also c, above.) A training plateau was achieved within five
training passes; there were more errors between three passes and five, but no difference in error
between five passes and ten. (Batchellor, M. R and Poock, G. K., ref. 5.)
h. Data Entry: Precision entry requirements for a Warfare Environmental Simulator showed that
voice entry performance of the task in the required highly formatted, error-free fashion was too long and
resulted in too many errors on the Threshold Technology T600 unit. Typing produced fewer errors, but
typing and buffered voice showed no statistical difference in time for the same ultimate accuracy.
(McSorley, W. S. III, and Poock, G. K., 1981, ref. 19.)
Voice data entry for reporting of imagery intelligence for command, control, and communication
operations using a Threshold Technology T600 resulted in 97.0% accuracy without rejects of words that
were in doubt and 95.5% with rejects (which also included some recognized words). Comparison of
buffered voice and unbuffered voice with typing showed, respectively, 58% and 41% faster entry. Voice
was as accurate as typing for writing short "order of battle" reports. (Jay, G. T., and Poock, G. K., 1981,
ref. 16.)
Comparing data entry for stores management and navigation preflight for a P-3C using the Threshold
Technology T600 voice recognizer versus the standard keyboard normally used, voice entry was faster
for stores management (multicharacter entry) and slower for the navigation preflight tableau task
(character-by-character entry). However, subjects with prior voice entry experience did better on both.
(Taggert, J. L., Wolfe, C. D., Neil, D., and Poock, G. K., 1981, ref. 34.)
Use of voice systems to input cartographic data showed voice to be easier, faster, and more accurate than
the paper, pencil, and keypunch method being used, plus it eliminated the need for skilled typists.
(Scott, P. B., 1978, ref. 31.)
Two major experiments explored applicability of voice systems in air traffic control, using a Threshold
Technology T600. (1) 12 operators spoke 46,000 words of operational data entry language with only 1%
error. Algorithm refinement reduced the error rate to 0.4%. (2) Five operators using voice or keyboard
entered 6,000 messages from 24 basic message types; voice recognition produced 64% fewer errors than
_. keyboard entry. For most messages, there was no difference in rate of entry, although overall rate
showed a marked advantage for voice recognition since field delimiters (or "punctuation" format
encoding) were required for keyboard entry. However, slower voice recognition of digits produced a
keyboard advantage for digital entry of messages; messages that were mostly digits were 30 to 50%
faster with a keyboard, although with less visual confirmation since the operator always looked at the
keys. Finally, feedback was faster and correction less difficult with visual than with auditory feedback.
_. (Connolly, D. W., 1979, ref. 9.)
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i. Training: Training method and experience level of speakers were key characteristics in recognition
accuracy for a Threshold Technology T600 compared to lesser but recognizable effects related to
computer experience, accent, time of week, vital capacity and rate of air flow, speaker cooperativeness,
and anxiety. However, it was concluded that practically anyone may be a potential candidate to operate
voice equipment. (Yellen, H. W. and Poock, G. K., 1983, ref. 35.)
j. Workload, Speed, and Stress: Speech recognition with an isolated word system was as fast as a
visual-manual entry mode when using only one- to two-word utterances. However, for a string of digital
entries, speech recognition with an isolated word system resulted in lengthened transactions compared --
to keyboard entry. Voice system benefits were indicated for more complicated tasks. Simultaneous
tracking performance was least affected when voice recognition (isolated word) was used for other input
tasks, being best when interactive speech (i.e., with audible feedback) was used for entry modes, next __
best when speech input was used with visual feedback and least best when manual input with visual
feedback was used. (Mountford, Schwartz, and Graffunder, 1983, ref. 20.)
Voice recognition performance degraded as various mental loading conditions, involving increased
short-term memory demands, were imposed on operators. (Armstrong, J. W. and Poock, G. K., 1981a,
ref. 3.)
Mental loading involving decision making led to degraded voice recognition performance of two types:
(1) Recognition error rate increased quickly during the first five minutes, then increased at a slower
rate; (2) subjects' verbal error rate also increased with load. Compared to earlier work by the same _-_
authors, any amount of mental loading seemed to degrade performance, but there was no difference in
performance between the various amounts of mental loading. (Armstrong, J. W. and Poock, G. K.,
1981b, ref. 4.)
Increased motor loading via a tracking task paralleled degradation in voice recognition system
performance, indicating a stress effect from task load on speech enunciation. Mean error rates were 39% -_
greater during voice tasks with concurrent tracking versus without concurrent tracking. (Armstrong, J.
W., and Poock, G. K., 1980, ref. 2.)
Using voice input versus manual typing, and with minimal practice, a command and control task was
done 17.5% faster, and 25.0% more was done on another task that was being performed simultaneously.
Manual typing had 183.2% more entry errors than voice; however, observers were more critical of voice
system errors than of typing errors. (Poock, G. K., 1980, ref. 23.)
Stress was induced by reducing message time as subjects spoke to a Threshold Technology T600
recognizer. Voice recognition rates decreased as time was reduced, although accuracy was maintained at
90% for the worst case stress. (French and Poock, 1983, ref. 13.)
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2.1.2.2 Letter Survey
At beginning of this study, a developer/user survey was conducted to determine how voice systems were
performing in the field. Based on publications and contacts with users, a number of contacts were
identified and polled by mail. The survey was undertaken to augment performance data for
._- information relevant to users, covering such factors as different acoustic environments, user training
and experience, etc.
_--_ Over 250 survey forms were mailed to academic and industry voice system developers and users of voice
recognition and synthesis systems, who were requested to indicate on the forms which voice systems
they had used, briefly note each system's features and performance, and add any pertinent comments.
A five-year forecast was also requested. Two-thirds of the completed forms were from voice system
manufacturers and the rest from independent research laboratories. Results of the letter survey are
presented in Figures 2.1.2, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4. Overall, 62 systems were identified by the various survey
efforts (Appendix A).
The survey demonstrated, first, that there appears to be little standardized performance data available
for voice recognition and synthesis systems. Second, as reported by the independent users, the
performance and ease of use of voice recognition systems was limited, although personal discussions
with some users (and papers presented at the 1983 AVIOS conference) indicated there are a number of
satisfactory applications. Third, perhaps the most important item learned from the survey was some of
f-" the qualifications that should be considered for any voice data system, for example:
• The environment the voice system was expected to operate in, that is, type of mix and ambient
noise level
• The system training users receive
• Experience users have with voice systems
,_'-_ • Size of vocabulary used and basis for selection
• The partitioning of the recognition vocabulary
Such factors have a significant impact on the performance of voice systems in terms of accuracy, type of
errors experienced, and causes of errors.
F_
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Figure 2.1.3 Results of Voice Synthesis Survey (Continued)
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Voice Recognition Companies/Systems Reported on by Reviewers:
> Bell Laboratories (Model x)
> Hycom (Prototype Model ID-150)
> Infovox, Inc. (Model RA-101)
> Interstate Electronics, Inc. (Models VRT-101, EVL-008, Sys-300,VRM-102, ATD)
> NEC America, Inc. (Models DP-200 and SR-100)
> Scott Instruments, Inc. (Model Shadow VET-2)
> Supersoft, Inc. (Software for T.I. and TECMAR boards)
> Threshold (Models 5, 15,680, and Auricle 1)
> Verbex, Inc. (Model 3000)
> Voice Machine Communications (Model Voice Input Module)
> Votan, Inc. (Models V5000 and V6040)
Voice Synthesis Companies/Systems Reported on by Reviewers:
> General Digital Corp. (Model GDX-SPEEDH-TI)
> General Instruments
> Hycom, Inc. (Prototype System)
> Infovox, Inc. (Model SA101)
> Intex Micro Systems (Model Text-to-Speech Synthesizer and Speech Synthesizer)
> Micro Mint, Inc. (Models Microvox, Sweetalkel, and Microvo× II)
> Microvoice Systems Corp. (Models Voiceboard and Micro Sound)
> Speech Plus, Inc. (Models PROSE-200, PR 2020, Speech 1000,...)
f--_ > Street Electronics (Model Echo Speech)
> Texas Instruments, Inc. (Models TMS-5100, TMS-5220, TMS-5200)
> Votan, Inc. (Models V5000 and V6040)
> Votrax Co. (Models TNT, SC-01 and SC-02)
Figure 2.1.4 Systems Identified by Letter Survey
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In response to the survey, Dr. David S. Pallett of the National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,
Maryland, sent a draft copy of "Guidelines for Performance Assessment of Speech Recognizers." The
guidelines are being drawn by Dr. Pallett and a group of eight industry and government voice _-_
recognition specialists.
2.1.2.3 Survey of Voice Research and Application Centers
Additionally, five leading U.S. research and application centers were surveyed based on their
experience with voice recognition and synthesis equipment: _-_
• Army Avionics Research and Development Activity (AVRADA), Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey
• Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL), Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer _-_
Science, Cambridge, Massachusetts
• Naval Air Development Center (NADC), Warminster, Pennsylvania
• Rome Air Development Center (RADC), Rome, New York
All had experience with two or more voice manufacturers' equipment and added to the data base on the _-_
strengths and weaknesses of each system. Their independent research and applications experience
provided important insight to the actual state of the art in voice technology, how well it actually
performs in the field (specifically in aircraft), and what can be expected from voice systems in the near
future (next five years).
AVRADA has built a special sound chamber for testing voice recognition and synthesis systems in _-_
ambient sound levels similar to Army helicopters. Systems tested include IEC Voterm, Votan, and Intel
voice recognition systems. Votrax and Intex Talker voice synthesis are also used. AVRADA plans in the
near future to evaluate flight and military quality voice interactive systems from International _.
Telephone and Telegraph (ITT), Lear Siegler, Inc. (LSI), and Texas Instruments (TI). These will be tested
in a UH-60 helicopter simulator and then on a UH-60 test aircraft.
AFFDL emphasis is on voice systems as part of the AFTI F-16 program (in collaboration with NADC
and NASA). Testing and evaluation of five voice systems is complete and one is being selected for the
Phase II flight test. The five systems are Couzet, Lear Siegler, ITT, SCI, and TI. Since the selection _--.
process was in progress, only general information about the tests could be discussed.
AFFDL, in conjunction with the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL), at Wright-Patterson _-_
AFB, has created a systematic voice test data base (on audio tape) for testing voice recognition systems.
The data base included six subjects (five F-16 pilots) speaking a vocabulary of 70 words and had two
parts. The first part was for training the recognition systems with each word repeated five times. The
second part was used for testing and the words were spoken in a manner as they would be in an actual
flight test. This data base was used for the AFTI Phase II testing and each system was tested under the
same conditions and with the same vocabulary. This data base has been made available to anyone _
interested in testing a voice system.
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MIT discussions were application-oriented, covering work at MIT and research for the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Key areas of interest were developing capability for
independent speech recognition systems and basic studies of the characterization of speech. The
near-term problems under investigation include:
• How to get large vocabularies with isolated word recognition systems
_-- • How to get small vocabularies with connected word recognition systems
• How to use large vocabularies with recognition system without each user having to train on all
words
• How to extract specific linguistic features from several phrases so that a recognition system can
generalize the features to other words in its vocabulary
• How the environment and stress can corrupt speech
NADC is acquiring a Texas Instruments Professional Computer with Voice Command Option
(recognition and synthesis capabilities) and a military quality voice system from LSI. They have worked
with Votan and Interstate Electronics Inc. (IEC) voice recognition products. The LSI system will be
adapted to a Navy F-18 fighter aircraft to test and evaluate voice applications in Navy aircraft. Flight
tests of the voice system in the F-18 are scheduled for August 1984. The approach will be similar to that
applied for the F-16 Advanced Fighter Technology Integrator (AFTI) program sponsored by Air Force,
f-_ Navy, and NASA. Initial voice applications in the F-18 include navigation support (entering waypoints),
fuel status, interactive checklists (takeoff and landing), and weapon programming. The voice system
will be used to directly input data, such as navigational waypoints and therefore bypass the extensive
switch activations currently required of F-18 pilots. The TI voice system will be used to investigate
other potential voice applications in Navy aircraft. One of the first projects was to look at how an
interactive voice system could improve efficiency of P-3 monitoring stations.
RADC's voice work was the most extensive of the three military centers visited and is concerned with
voice verification, enhancement (to distinguish speech from background noise), and recognition for Air
__._ Force surveillance requirements. Their research and testing are done with equipment built by IEC,
Votan, TI, and ITT, in addition to equipment designed and built inhouse. These are two key points of
interest on work being done at RADC. First is that they are developing voice recognition algorithms
_-_ that will work within a wider ambient noise and pilot stress envelope. Second, they have developed a
voice enhancement system that does an impressive job of improving voice signal to noise ratios in real
time. This system was demonstrated as a front end to a voice recognition system and converted
unusable input signals to accurately interpreted ones.
/
From this survey of selected technology research and development centers, subjects of importance to
this study are covered in the following discussion.
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Flight/military quality voice recognition and synthesis systems for high gravity (gn) and high noise
environments are both technically feasible and available today. In order to use them, however, a
number of factors must be taken into account, including need to operate in isolated word recognition
mode, need to limit vocabulary size, and need to eliminate acoustically similar words. Under these
conditions several systems have been designed to work adequately in high ambient noise-high
acceleration conditions, and to meet military qualification requirements: Crouzet, Lear Seigler, Inc.,
International Telephone and Telegraph, SCI Systems, and Texas Instruments. With speech
enhancement techniques, the performance of these systems in the high ambient noise environment
should be further improved. Although the present speech enhancement techniques do not significantly _-_
improve the performance of the systems at lower noise environments (below 90 to 95 dB), they could
evolve to an ability to enhance selected voice conditions at lower levels. (The ambient noise level in most
commercial jet cockpits is below 90 to 95 dB and in late models between 70 dB and 80 dB.
However, a concern that was repeated several times during the trip was that voice systems should not
be "dropped" into the cockpit. The addition of voice should be part of an intelligent system upgrade _-_
where it is integrated with redesigned switches and displays. For example, voice is not efficiently used if
it merely mimics switches. One alternative is that voice recognition can be used to directly access an
area of interest instead of stepping through a hierarchical paging scheme. --
As an extension to the intelligent system upgrade, the incorporation of artificial intelligence (AI)
systems will improve the performance and usefulness of voice systems. AI could control voice ___
recognition systems by defining which words should be recognized at any one time, allowing for
variable syntaxing, and checking command strings for illogical words. AI could control voice synthesis
systems so that pilots could be questioned about potentially dangerous commands or selections. It could __
also prioritize voice messages or suppress them to avoid noise clutter in the cockpit.
Synopsis: Progress toward future capability now being made by voice recognition and synthesis _
researchers was particularly noted at the visit to MIT. Many major advancements have been made or
are in the works and should be transferred to industry in the next five years. Even in the short time
from the survey to preparation of this document, improved recognition accuracy, ability to handle
connected speech, and lower system costs have been observed.
Voice recognition systems that are presently on the market use little, if any, knowledge about the
__.
individual. They primarily use classical signal pattern recognition techniques. The advantages of this
approach are that they are language independent and require only adaptation to the speaker's
physiology, background noise, microphone location, environmental factors, etc. The disadvantages
include mandatory training for each word and the potential for changes in the speaker's voice to the _--"
extent that accuracy suffers.
Technological progress at the moment is such that the voice recognition hardware currently available is _-_
more sophisticated than the software being used on them (recognition algorithms). Research is needed
to improve the algorithms so that recognition systems performance can be maintained as speech
patterns vary from changing physiological conditions and articulation. With connected word
recognizers, improved algorithms should account for coarticulation of strings of words. Again, AI may
be important to take full advantage of the hardware capability available today.
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Two additional, but important, comments from the survey pertain to evaluating voice recognition
systems for use in aircraft. First, it is quite important that realistic/natural vocabularies be used.
Representative users should be involved early in any given application program to evolve natural
procedures and word structure. Second, accuracy considerations should also include substitution and
rejection percentages. The advantages of few rejections and high accuracy may be outweighed by
relatively high substitution rates.
Voice synthesis technology is far ahead of voice recognition. Commercial quality synthesis systems are
"_-_ available off the shelf with vocabularies greater than 10,000 words, variable speed, variable inflection,
variable tone quality, and that are remotely controllable.
2.1.2.4 Military Flight Quality Voice Recognition Systems
Currently five military flight quality voice recognition/synthesis systems are available. Their
manufacturers are Crouzet (French), Lear Seigler, Inc., ITT Defense Communications Division, SCI
Systems, Inc., and Texas Instruments, Inc. Progress on the last four systems is due, in part, to the
impetus provided by the joint Air Force, Navy, NASA Advanced Fighter Technology Integrator (AFTI)
Program, coordinated by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
The AFTI program is interested in using voice recognition as an option in manual switching methods
for command and control in combat aircraft. The voice evaluation program has three phases, of whichl--
the first two have been completed. Phase 0 was a laboratory simulation evaluation to determine the
viability of voice as an alternate to manual switch control. Phase 1 goals were (1) to determine the
effects of the airborne environment on the pilot's voice and on the recognition algorithm performance,
(2) to develop a reliable voice command system (VCS), (3) to demonstrate feasibility in airborne
applications, and (4) to establish a basis for further functional studies. (Moore and Ruth, 1984.) Ground
simulation preceded a limited flight test in the AFTI F-16 test aircraft.
The primary goal of Phase 2 is to optimize the pilot-vehicle interface. An extensive ground simulation
was conducted to determine if voice recognition was at an acceptable state of reliability and
_-_ performance. The five manufacturers noted above provided systems for evaluation. One or two systems
will be chosen for extensive flight testing in the AFTI F-16 test aircraft in 1985.
f_ The results of the Phase 2 ground simulation tests are being prepared for publication. Selection of the
voice command system supplier will be announced in the near future. Each voice system manufacturer
was given minimum system requirements that included:
• Speaker-dependent voice recognition with no more than five training passes required per word and
selective retraining and capability
F_
• Isolated word recognition with a goal of limited connected speech capability
* Ability to operate as a system controller and interface with other aircraft systems via a Military
Standard 1553 data bus
• Cockpit-located data transfer module
• Total recognition vocabulary of at least 100 words or phrases with at least 20 nodes (vocabulary
subdivisions) and 25 words per node
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• Recognition response time from end of word or phrase of 0.5 sec maximum
• Total synthesis vocabulary of at least 200 sec with the complete recognition vocabulary
• Overall isolated word recognition accuracy of 90% with a design goal of 95%. This accuracy must
be achieved in an environment of 92 dB ambient noise, 3-gn force, and pilot using a standard
oxygen mask
The AFTI Phase 2 voice command system shows the technical level of current flight quality voice
recognition and synthesis systems. Figures 2.1.2 through 2.1.4 and Appendix A include commercial
grade voice systems that have performance and capabilities superior to the AFTI voice command
systems, but they are neither flight quality nor can they operate in the AFTI noise and gn-force
environment. Although some of AFTI's requirements are unnecessary for commercial aircraft, they
have established a standard frame of reference from which requirements for future flight quality voice
systems can advance.
2.1.2.5 Technology Capabilities and Limitations
The capabilities of currently available voice recognition and synthesis systems have been discussed in ----
previous sections. For the purpose of clarification and reference by subsequent sections, the capabilities
and limitations of present and near-term voice technology are summarized here. The capabilities or
advantages of a method are identified with a "+" and limitations are identified with "-". --_
Voice recognition systems vary in operating modes and capabilities and limitations. For comparison
purposes, four categories are used below: isolated word, connected word, continuous speech, and _-_
military flight quality systems.
Isolated word voice recognition systems _
Capabilities
+ The systems report highest performance in isolated word mode, e.g., 95% to >99% claimed by
manufacturers.
+ The number of words that is recognizable at one time with near real-time response is over 100 _'-_
on some systems. Larger active vocabularies are possible but show a noticeable time lag from
voice input to acknowledgement.
. Performance in high ambient noise is better than connected or continuous word systems. --_
. Training is faster than for connected and continuous modes due to not having to deal with
coarticulation between words.
+ Speaker independence for a limited vocabulary is available on some isolated word systems. _.
+ Some systems have word-spotting capability. This allows trained words to be interspersed
with nontrained words in word strings and still be recognized.
+ Most systems have ability to pass voice reference tables between host systems. Large total
vocabularies are achievable this way.
+ Support software usually,permits creation of vocabulary trees and ability to jump from node
to node on the tree. Each node will have a predefined subset of the total vocabulary active for
recognition.
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Limitations
- The systems are not natural to use because the user must carefully say each word and allow
space between words.
- Limited active vocabularies of 50 to 100 words or phrases exist on most systems.
- To get few substitution errors the rejection threshold must be raised. This in turn decreases
overall performance accuracy because more correct words are also rejected.
- Few work well in high ambient noise. Some can work if trained in the noise. Few can be
,--_ trained in a quite environment and perform effectively in high noise.
- Performance claimed by manufacturers is rarely observed by users due to less ideal operating
conditions and environments.
- Most systems require a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB for proper operation.
Connected word voice recognition systems
Capabilities
+ The systems are closer to natural speaking conditions than isolated word systems.
+ Some systems have no limit to the number of words that may be strung together.
+ Some systems have word-spotting capability. This allows nontrained words to be ignored
when interspersed with trained words in word strings.
+ Most systems have ability to pass voice reference tables between host systems. Large total
vocabularies are achievable this way.
+ Support software usually permits creation of vocabulary trees with ability to jump from node
to node on the tree. Each node will have a predefined subset of the total vocabulary active for
recognition.
,_ Limitations
- Total active vocabularies are limited to 50 to 70 words or phrases.
- Systems usually will not respond until the speaker has stopped speaking or the input buffer
is filled.
- Performance degrades in high ambient noise faster than for isolated word recognition
,"-_ systems.
- All systems are speaker dependent and require training.
- Training usually requires repeating each word or phrase two or more times separately before
,P- embedding it in a word string.
- If word-spotting is not available then the user must use only trained words or the system may
hang up.
Continuous speech voice recognition systems
Capabilities
+ Users may speak in a natural manner.
+ Some systems have no limit to the number of words that may be strung together.
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Limitations
- Total active vocabularies are limited to 50 to 70 words or phrases.
- Systems usually will not respond until the speaker has stopped speaking or the input buffer
is filled.
- Performance degrades in high ambient noise faster than for isolated word recognition _-_
systems.
- All systems are speaker dependent and require training.
- Training usually requires repeating each word or phrase two or more times separately before F_
embedding in a word string. Training is usually more rigorous than with connected word
systems.
- If word-spotting is not available, then the user must use only trained words or the system
may hang up.
Flight (military) quality voice recognition systems
Capabilities
+ Isolated mode systems have been demonstrated to operate acceptably in high ambient noise _-_
and stress environments.
. Training is done in a quiet, nonstressful environment.
Limitations
- Demonstrated systems have limited vocabulary capabilities.
- All are speaker dependent and require training on each word or phrase.
- Training usually requires each word to be repeated four to five times.
- Prices on these systems are as much as an order of magnitude and more above comparable _
commercial systems.
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Forecasts are that the capabilities and performance of voice recognition systems will be increased by
impressive jumps in the next five years. Of particular significance to present purposes is the estimation
of available flight quality voice recognition systems in the time period. Prototype military flight quality
connected word recognition systems are now being designed and built, and deliveries to military and
commercial airplane manufacturers for evaluation are expected by the end of 1984. These systems will
have comparable capacity and performance to commercial systems now available plus preprocessors for
noise subtraction. The response time of these systems should approach real time.
Improving the accuracy of recognition systems is also of importance here. One concept uses a scoring
system that scores performance on all words and chooses the alternative when the first choice doesn't fit
the context. Some recognition systems can pass the scores for recognized words and the second best
-_--" choices to a host system. AI systems will probably be used in the near future to interact with these voice
systems. Ifa word does not fit in the context of the word string, the confidence level for that word can be
examined and the applicability of the second best choice can be examined. In this way the overall
accuracy of a voice recognizer could be improved. This is now technically feasible, and if it is not being
o
explored now it soon will be.
As mentioned earlier, the real advancement of voice recognition will happen when recognition systems
start using knowledge of speech and not just pattern recognition. Work in this area is being performed
now at universities (MIT) and major research centers (Bell Laboratories). The transfer of this
information to industry is expected to happen during the next five years.
Voice synthesis systems, as noted earlier, are more advanced than voice recognition systems. Voice
synthesis is also in greater use today than recognition, for example in toys, vending machines, and
aircraft. The two primary methods used are (1) digitized/condensed whole- or partial-word method, and
(2) digitized/condensed phoneme method. Note that the former is not synthesis so much as efficient
digital recording and playback.
Digitized and condensed whole- or partial-word synthesis/playback method
CaPabilities
+ Poor- to high-quality voice reproduction is possible depending on sampling method (e.g.,
linear predictive coding) and rate (bits per second).
+ Simple chip-sets for standalone systems are available.
+ Some manufacturers have large existing vocabularies available.
4 Desired voice/tone is selectable, not restricted to manufacturer's vocabulary.
+ Features are easy to interface with or design into user's system.
. Words can be strung together to form messages or sentences.
_ + Flight quality systems are available and being used.
Limitations
- User usually must have manufacturer digitized user's vocabulary. This is expensive and
requires large lead time.
- Vocabularies are memory limited. Each word requires memory and must be addressed.
3O
Digitized and condensed phoneme synthesis method
Capabilities
+ Poor- to good-quality voice synthesis is possible depending on number of phoneme bases,
variable inflection, tone control, speed control, and extent of word definitions. --_
+ Chip-sets are available for rudimentary voice synthesis. Chip-sets are more precise, and
higher quality voice synthesis is expected in the near term. Technology to do so is available
but needs market interest. _-_
+ Some commercially available systems have large predefined vocabularies (>10,000 words),
good-quality voice synthesis, variable speed, inflection and tone, and the ability to imitate
young and old, male and female, o_
+ If combined with AI, good-quality phoneme systems could be used for near natural
conversation.
+ It is technically feasible to ruggedize current top of the line phoneme systems.
+ Near-term improvements will bring natural sounding voice and larger predefined
vocabularies.
Limitations
- Even the best phoneme systems still sound synthetic.
- No good-quality phoneme systems have been ruggedized or flight qualified. _-_
2.1.2.6 Voice Recognition Performance Measures
Voice recognition manufacturers and users often quote the accuracy their respective systems have
achieved. Unfortunately, complete documentation on the types of tests that were used to determine the
accuracies is rarely available. The most common method is to use a tape to train the system, then use
the same tape to test recognition accuracy. Other test conditions are also relevant, e.g., ambient noise.
Unfortunately, without an understanding of any additional circumstances of the tests, the accuracy
figures are not as useful as could be desired. --_
Added test information is certainly necessary to expand on the scope of meaning for the quoted
accuracy. Also, for example, a system may perform with a 97% accuracy with a given vocabulary, but if
2% of its 3% error are of a substitution type, then it will be unacceptable for some critical tasks where it
is better to miss than to execute the wrong command. A recognition system's performance and accuracy,
i.e., words correctly recognized out of total number of recognizable words, are dependent on: 4
• Size of the active vocabulary
• Acoustic similarity of words in the vocabulary
• Number and type of vocabulary words spoken for test _-_
• Number and type of nonvocabulary words spoken for rejection/substitution test
• Nature and level of ambient noise
• Type and location of microphone
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• Reproducibility of user's voice
* Quality of voice reference data
• Rejection threshold or criteria used by system
As important an element in overall performance as accuracy is knowledge of the type of errors that
occur. Errors can generally be grouped into rejection, substitution (misinterpreting one vocabulary word
as another), false rejection (deletion, not recognizing a vocabulary word), or false acceptance (insertion,
misinterpreting a nonvocabulary word or noise as a valid vocabulary word). Also of interest is a
system's ability to reject nonvocabulary words.
Speech recognizer assessment guidelines in the draft provided by the National Bureau of Standards (ref.
14) suggest the following test data summary for standardized documentation:
-_ • Criteria in Setting the Reject Threshold or Reject Criteria
Correct recognition rate = Number of correctly recognized words x 100
(percent) Number of test words
Substitution error rate = Number of substitution words x 100
_-- (percent) Number of test words
False rejection/deletion = Number of deleted words x 100
error rate (percent) Number of test words
False acceptance/insertion = Number of inserted words x 100
error rate (percent) Number of test words
Rejection (nonvocabulary) = Number of reiection responses x 100
_ rate (percent) Number of test words
The above information will help in selecting a system, but more information on conditions of the
intended application that affect performance is required to plan for a successful voice recognition
application. Information to be considered and tested in candidate recognition systems includes ambient
noise interference, speech signal quality, syntaxing schemes, and the confusability of the vocabulary. It
.I-- is recommended that a designer who plans to use a voice recognition system become familiar with both
the influence and methods of controlling these performance factors. Comprehensive performance
assessment techniques are presented in a 1983 report by Lea and Woodard (ref. 18).
/f'-_
2.2. Task 2: Appraisal of Voice in Control and Information Transfer
Task 1 examined the status of existing and near-term voice recognition and synthesis technology.
The objective of task 2 was to examine a number of voice recognition and synthesis applications
possibilities for commercial aircraft flight decks and simulators. Both existing systems and possibilities
with newly identified systems were considered. This section presents (a) information on the aircraft
subsystems considered, (b) the rating of voice recognition and synthesis applications for management
and control of the subsystems for both existing and predicted systems, and (c) information on
applicability of voice systems in systems training.
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The flight test voice recognition systems, described in Section 2.1.2.3 for the AFTI project, have a
limited vocabulary and do not have the capabilities to adequately perform the full scope of tasks. Other _-_
systems have the capabilities but could not be appraised to determine if they could be suitable for
experimental flight applications in the more benign commercial aircraft environment. Flight quality
voice systems with sufficient capabilities should be available in one to three years. Similar commercial
systems are available now.
Communications, navigation, and automatic flight control systems are prime candidates for voice
recognition applications. Voice recognition also shows a potential for systems management in data
entry and programming applications. Voice synthesis is already in use in commercial cockpits for
caution-warning alerts. Several other tasks are considered here such as altitude and airspeed callouts,
air traffic control message playback, and interactive checklists. However, the use of voice synthesis
must be carefully planned to avoid flight deck noise pollution and possibly multiple messages of
differing criticality that could be in conflict and, in turn, create dangerous situations.
2.2.1 Aircraft Applications of Voice Systems
All existing pilot flight deck tasks were categorized into five general functions and related to a _-_
commercial aircraft's subsystems (fig. 2.2.1). In order to establish a baseline for later ratings, it was
assumed that a digital interface existed for installation of voice systems, e. g., a Boeing 767 flight deck.
Using the pilot functions of controlling and monitoring the aircraft subsystems as the baseline, 4
candidate voice applications were identified and a list of potential voice tasks was generated. The tasks
ranged from selecting a specific communications radio to programming an autopilot. Each subsystem
was examined for its specific requirements: vocabulary size and type, minimum acceptable recognition _-_
accuracy necessary, and task frequency. This provided the framework within which potential voice
applications could be evaluated.
The potential tasks associated with each subsystem were identified and each task was rated for
technical feasibility, utility or advantage to the pilot, associated time and accuracy requirements, and
hardware adaptability. _-.
2.2.2 Potential for Interfacing Voice Systems With Aircraft Subsystems
2.2.2.1 Interfacing With Existing Aircraft Subsystems
This section presents discussions concerned with potential for voice systems to interface with existing
aircraft subsystems and the potential for applications with new subsystems.
All aircraft subsystems that pilots interact with in the cockpit were considered for possible application
of voice recognition and/or synthesis. Each of these subsystems has certain operational requirements
that must be met by a voice system if it is to be effective and accepted for control and information
transfer. The vocabulary associated with each subsystem's tasks may include unique words as well as
words common to other tasks and subsystems. Accordingly, words pilots commonly associate with each _
task are used as the bases for the vocabularies. The tasks associated with each subsystem and projected
requirements of vocabulary size, minimum acceptable recognition accuracy, and task frequency are
defined below. --_
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Existing communications subsystems, potential tasks, and requirements
'_ Tasks
• Adjust radio volume controls
• Make a radio selection via the communications panel
* Tune radios by identifying the radio and entering frequency
• Tune one or more radios by identifying communications source, e.g., Seattle approach control
. _ Constraints
• Vocabulary size for communications subsystem management should be less than 50 for any
one flight. Common words will be 0-9, right, left, center, radio, set, point. Unique words will
include VHF, HF, ground control, tower, departure, center, approach, clearance, delivery,
departure city, arrival city, and three or four en route cities
• Minimum acceptable recognition accuracy will be _90% overall with acceptable feedback --
correction features
• Task frequency is low to medium
Existing navigation subsystems, potential, tasks, and requirements
Tasks
• Select a radio, system, or system mode
• Tune radios by identifying the radio and entering frequency
• Tune one or more radios by identifying signal source
• Enter data into the inertial reference system (IRS), using digits or location identification,
probably via control display unit (CDU)
Constraints
• Vocabulary size for navigation subsystem management should be less than 50 words for any
one flight. Unique words will include VOR, DME, ILS, ADF, MLS, NAV, navigation, aids, and
10 or more navigation aid identifiers for that flight
"_ • Minimum acceptable recognition accuracy will be >/90%overall with acceptable feedback --
correction features
• Task frequency is low to medium
Existing flight control subsystems, potential tasks, and requirements
_-- Tasks
• Select positions for flaps, speed brake, and trims
• Select autopilot and fuel management system modes
._ • Enter data into autopilot and fuel management systems, probably via CDU
Constraints
• Vocabulary size for flight control subsystems should be less than 50 words. Unique
words/phrases will include autopilot, autothrottle, mach, knots, speed, altitude, vertical,
heading, disconnect, altitude, hold, flight, level, change
• Minimum acceptable recognition accuracy will be >/98% overall with acceptable feedback -
correction features
• Task frequency is low to continuous
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Existing flight instrument subsystems, potential tasks, and requirements
Tasks "---"
* Direct primary attitude controls
• Select speed and height bugs
• Select decision height "--"
• Enter barometric pressure
• Select modes for EADI, EHSI, and EICAS
• Call out airspeed and altitude positions ---
Constraints
• \bcabulary size for flight instrument subsystems should be less than 50 words for any one ----
flight. Unique words o1"phrases will include L-NA_,_V-NAV,backcourse, localizer, approach.
EPR, takeoff, climb, continue, cruise, temp, temperature select, PSI
• Minimum acceptable recognition accuracy will be >--90c2overall with acceptable feedback - __
correction features
• Task fl'equency is low to high
Other existing subsystems, potential tasks, and requirements
Tasks
• Primarily switching and information exchange or transfer lincluding "-"
voice synthesis
Constraints
• Some subsystems, such as landing gear. are very time critical, and others are rarely used
The minimum acceptable recognition accuracy wil! vary fl'om task to task and according to different --"
phases of flight. Accuracy is directly tied to the criticality of the task and the time available to veri_"
and possibly correct any errol"s. If mm'e than one wm'd is required to accomplish an action, then the
probability of the correct instruction being understood equals the probability of correctly interpreting "--"
each word in the word string. For example, if the individual word accuracy is 95q then the probability
of all the words in a five word string being correctly recognized is only 77q! With 98q accuracy for the
individual word. the probability of all five correct is 90q. To achieve a probability of 97q for all five, -----
single word accuracy of 99.5q is required. For this stud)" it was assumed that, in general, up to five
connected words would be needed to command o1"enter data to any one system at one time, and AFTI
criteria of 90% nfinimum and 95q desired performance accuracy were adopted as a preliminary fi'ame ------
of reference. It is suspected that 95q to 98,q accuracy o1"better will be necessary to achieve pilot
acceptance in a nonexperimental operational context.
A rating scheme was employed to help determine whether voice systems could be used to control o1"
exchange information with the aircraft subsystems mentioned above. The rating scheme used in this
section is based one developed by Feuge and Geer Iref. 12t. Although the intent of the ratings is much .---,
the same. the definitions have been tailored to support the requirements of this study. As part of the
rating exercise task. frequency was broken down into several levels fl'om almost nonuse to near
continuous use: nonuse = 0 to 1 interactions per hour, low use = 2 to 5, medium use = 6 to 15, high use ._..
= 16 to 30. and continuous use = over 30 interactions per hour. A task may be done at a high frequency
level during takeoff and be essentially ignored during cruise, as in the case of trim and flaps control.
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Each potential voice task is rated on three factors: (1) Technical feasibility: What voice
recognition/synthesis capabilities are required for this task? (As a baseline for technical feasibility, the
_-_ AFT1/F-16 Phase II specification was used to define the flight quality voice recognition/synthesis
system that is available today). (2) Utility: Is the application of voice beneficial, equal to, or
disadvantageous to crew members performing the task? (3) Time/accuracy requirements: What
accuracy is required to do the task due to the timeframe available for correcting errors? In addition to
the three user-based rating categories, each potential voice task was assigned a hardware adaptability
rating for existing (e.g., B-767) and next generation (year 1990) aircraft. This second rating was to
s--_ simplify the appraisals by eliminating the constraints of analog-to-digital conversion that would be
required for older models; similar applications would be feasible if an analog-to-digital conversion were
accomplished- a relatively expensive application to present analog systems in line aircraft. The ratings
and definitions for each rating factor are presented on Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
During the rating process certain assumptions were made and they should be kept in mind when
reviewing the scores: (1) pilots using the voice systems would be properly trained with them; (2) pilots
would be supportive of the voice system, i.e., would not try to trick the voice recognition system;
(3) pilots would use a push-to-talk switch to activate the voice recognition system; (4) a prominently
located preentry display would be used to verify the recognition system's interpretation; and (5) each
pilot would have a voice recognition system that would default to controlling the speaking pilot's
systems but could, if directed, control the other pilot's systems.
"_ The rankings of the potential voice tasks shown in Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are a composite score based on
input from seven Boeing personnel; two were commercial aircraft training pilots, three were flight deck
research engineers (two of whom were military multiengine pilots), and two were human factors
specialists with extensive backgrounds in commercial flight deck operations and design. The ranks
assigned in Tables 2.2.3 and 2.3.3 through 2.3.5 were also based on their comments.
The pilots were not familiar with flight deck voice systems other than conventional aural alerts;
therefore, a briefing was given to them on current voice systems capabilities and research applications.
The applications noted in the tables above were not ranked by the pilots. Rather, they were questioned
about various voice input/output applications on aircraft and simulator flight decks during a several
hour session in a B-767 training simulator. Two flight deck research engineers (one who was a military
multiengine pilot) sat in the jump seats and discussed with the pilots the use of various flight deck
systems and where voice recognition/synthesis might be implemented in order to assess the worth of
each application.
_-- The session in the simulator included "flying" a typical commercial flight with a number of abnormal
situations added. Several emergency events were also discussed to more fully explore potential voice
applications. After the "flight," voice applications with next-generation systems and flight deck
simulators were discussed. Throughout the session, the pilots' impressions and responses were recorded
and combined afterward to rank the various voice applications.
The flight deck engineers and human factors specialists either specifically ranked each potential voice
application or their comments on the applications were gathered during interviews. These engineers
and specialists have all been working with voice recognition and synthesis flight deck applications for
at least four years. The rankings as listed in Tables 2.2.1 through 2.2.3 and 2.3.3 through 2.3.5
summarize their inputs as well as those of the pilots.
l
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Table 2.2.1 Voice Recognition Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications
Definitions: Voice Recognition Rating Scheme
Feasibility
1 = FEASIBLE NOW (speaker dependent, isolated word recognition, 70 word total vocabulary, but only 25 available at one time.
AFTUF-16 type)
2 = FEASIBLE IN 1-3 YEARS (speaker dependent, connected recognition, 300 or more words in vocabulary, and 70 available at
one time)
3 = FEASIBLE IN 3-5 YEARS (limited training, continuous recognition, >1000 words in vocabulary and 100 to 200 available at
one time)
4 = NOT FEASIBLE IN <5 YEARS (limited training,continuous recognition, >5000 words in vocabulary and >1000 available at
one time.
Advantages
1 = ADVANTAGE (voice would be advantage to pilots' task, potential hand/eye overload)
2 = NO ADVANTAGE (voice is no advantage, equivalent to existing method of performing task)
t_
3 = DISADVANTAGE (voice could potentially create a disadvantage to pilots performing task)
Action Criticality
1 = NO PROMPT ACTION REQUIRED (time available to correct errors, at least 95% single word accuracy needed for 77%
accuracy on 5 connected words)
2 = PROMPT ACTION REQUIRED (little time to correct errors, at least 98% single word accuracy needed for 90% accuracy on 5
connected words)
3 = IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED (almost no time to correct errors, at least 99.5% single word accuracy needed for 97%
accuracy on 5 connected words)
Adaptability
1 = NO PROBLEM (bidirectional data bus available, programming may or may not be required)
2 = SOME DIFFICULTY (unidirectional data bus available/in use, i.e., ARINC-429, voice system could replace or substitute for
existing control head or new input/output ports could be added)
3 = MORE DIFFICULT (no data bus exists, but digital electronics are incorporated in particular aircraft system therefore can
modify particular aircraft system to add interface to voice system)
4 = VERY DIFFICULT (no data bus exists and no convenient electrical hardware to interface to, not worth trouble)
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Table 2.2.1 Voice Recognition Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications (Continued)
Technical Utility/ Time/Accuracy Hardware
Potential Voice Recognition Application Feasibility Advantage Requirement Adaptability
Factor Factor Factor Factor
Communications
• Switching and selecting modes (E) 1 2 1 3(E) 3(N)
• Volume control (E) 1 3 1 4(E) 3(N)
• Entering frequencies (E) 1 1 2 2(E) I(N)
• Radio tuning by location ID (E) 1 1 2 2(E) I(N)
• Selecting and preparing messages If 1 Then 2
for Mode-S type data transmission (N) If 2 Then 1 1 I(N)
Navigation
• Switching and selecting modes (E) 1 2 1 3(E) I(N)
• Entering frequencies (E) 1 1 2 2(E) I(N)
• Radio tuning by location ID (E) 1 1 2 2(E) I(N)
• Programming CDU [IRS, NAV and If 1 Then 2
performance management] (E) If 2 Then 1 2 2(E) I(N)
*_ • Programming microwave landing If 1 Then 2
system [MLS] (N) If 2 Then 1 2 I(N)
Flight Controls
• Primary attitude controls (E) 2 3 3 4(E) I(N)
• Selecting positions for flaps, speed
brake and trims (F) 1 3 3 3(E) I(N)
• Select autopilot and fuel management
systems modes (E) 1 2 2 2(E) I(N)
• Entering data to autopilot and throttle (E) 1 1 2 2(E) I(N)
• Selecting modes for autopilot and
advanced fuel management system (N) 1 2 1 I(N)
• Programming 4D navigation system (N) 2 1 2 I(N)
Flight Instruments
• Selecting speed and height bugs (E) 1 1 2 2(E) I(N)
• Entering barometric pressue (E) 1 1 2 1-4(E) I(N)
• Selecting modes for EADI, EHSI, EICAS
and HUD (E/N) 1 2 1 2(E) I(N)
Note: (E) = Existing systems task (N) = Next generation systems task
Table 2.2.1 Voice Recognition Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications (Continued)
Technical Utility/ Time/Accuracy Hardware
Potential Voice Recognition Application Feasibility Advantage Requirement Adaptability
Factor Factor Factor Factor
Additional Aircraft Subsystems
[Hydraulics, electrical, pneumatics, fuel,
air conditioning, engines, APU, anti-ice,
rain protection, fire protection, landing
gear, crew alerting]
• Selecting positions and modes (E) 1-2 2-3 1-3 2-4(E) 1-4(N)
• Integrated systems management (N) If I Then 2 1 I(N)
If 2 Then 1
Flight Status Monitor
• Request schematics and If I Then 2 3 I(N)
checklists (N) If 2 Then 1
• Request system status (N) If I Then 2 2 I(N)4_
-- If2 Then 1
Programmable Multipurpose Keyboard
• Paging (N) If i Then 2 2 I(N)
• Entering data/programming some If 2 Then 1
A/C subsystems (like CDU) (N) If I Then 2 2 I(N)
If 2 Then 1
Multipurpose Displays
• Paging and format requests (N) If i Then 2 2 I(N)
• Request and step-through If 2 Then 1
operations checklists (N) If i Then 2 2 I(N)
If 2 Then 1
Artificial Intelligence (AI) System
• Interaction with AI systems
recognition/understanding (N) 2 1 2 I(N)
Note: (E) = Existing systems task, (N) -- Nextgeneration systems task
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Table 2.2.2 Voice Synthesis Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications
Voice Synthesis Rating Scheme
Feasibility
1 = FEASIBLE NOW (digitally compressed voice recording and vocabulary of 100-200 words)
2 = FEASIBLE IN 1-3 YEARS (phoneme type system 10K word vocabulary)
3 = FEASIBLE IN 3-5 YEARS (phoneme type system, >10K word vocabulary, multiple languages)
Advantages
1 = ADVANTAGE (voice would be advantage to pilots' task, potential hand/eye overload)
2 = NO ADVANTAGE (voice is no advantage, equivalent to existing method of performing task)
,_ 3 = DISADVANTAGE (voice could potentially create a disadvantage to pilots performing task)b_
Action Criticality
1 = NO PROMPT ACTION REQUIRED (time available to repeat message)
2 = PROMPT ACTION REQUIRED (little time to verify message)
3 = IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED (almost no time to verify message)
Adaptability
1 = NO PROBLEM (bidirectional data bus available, programming may or may not be required)
2 = SOME DIFFICULTY (unidirectional data bus available/in use, i.e., ARINC-429, voice system could replace or substitute for
existing control head or new input/output ports could be added)
3 = MORE DIFFICULT (No data bus exists, but digital electronics are incorporated in particular aircraft system, therefore can
modify particular aircraft system to add interface to voice system)
4 = VERY DIFFICULT (No data bus convenient electrical hardware exists to interface to, not worth the trouble)
Table 2.2.2 Voice Synthesis Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications (Contb_tlcd)
Technical Utility/ Time/Accuracy Hardware
Potential Voice Synthesis Application Feasibility Advantage Requirement Adaptability
Factor Factor Factor Factor
Communications
• Playback of message for Mode-S-type
data transmission (N) 2 1 2 I(N)
• Voice record and playback of
standard communications (from ATC) (E) 1 1 2 3(E) I(N)
Navigation
• Callout of marker beacons (E) 1 1 2 3(E) 3(N)
• MLS position information (N) 2 2 2 I(N)
Flight Instruments
• Callout of airspeed and altitude (E) 1 1 2 3(E) I(N)
Additional Aircraft Subsystems
• Announcing alerts (E) 1 1-3 2 2-3(E) I(N)
Flight Phase Status Monitor
• Advanced alert system messages (N) 1 1 2 I(N)
• Interaction with schematics and
checklists (N) 1 1 2 I(N)
Artificial Intelligence (AI) System
• Interaction with AI system response (N) 2 1 1 I(N)
Note: (E) = Existing systems task, (N) = Next generation systems task
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Table 2.2.3 Voice Recognition and Synthesis Ratings for Potential Cockpit Simulator Applications
Technical Utility/ Time/Accuracy Hardware
Potential Voice Recognition and
Synthesis Applications Feasibility Advantage Requirement AdaptabilityFactor Factor Factor Factor
Simulator Mode Control by Instructor
• Selecting aircraft and simulator
modes (REC) 1 1 1 I(E)
• Programming weather and aircraft
conditions (REC) 1 1 1 I(E)
• Receiving simulator status, on
request (SYN) 2 1 1 I(E)
Simulator Mode Control by Student(s)
• Selecting aircraft and simulator modes
(REC) 1 1 1 I(E)
• Programming weather and aircraft
conditions (REC) 1 1 1 I(E)
• Receiving simulator status, on
request (SYN) 2 1 1 I(E)
• Announcing potential hazardous
flight modes or configurations (SYN) 2 1 1 I(E)
Note: Rating scheme same as used on Tables 2.1 and 2.2
The task rankings in Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 merit a few comments. First, it is technically feasible to
perform most of the listed tasks with a voice recognition system similar in capability to the AFTI/F-16 ___
Phase II system, and Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 reflect this. However, it would not be very practical to use
such a system. Its limited vocabulary could service only one or two systems, and the isolated recognition
mode would be unacceptable to pilots after a short time, if not immediately. Acceptable voice
performance will be examined in task 3.
Second, the utility/advantage factor rankings indicate that the preferred use of voice, at least initially,
is for programming or entering data and not for switching and mode selection. Selecting switch
positions or system modes could get to be tedious work if done by voice control unless more efficient
access and entry modes are developed. The pilots indicated that entering data, e.g., frequencies and way
points, by voice would be an option worth considering. Because the expressed preference for voice
recognition was for entering data (multiple word entries), a 90% minimum and 95% desired overall
recognition accuracy was indicated as necessary for acceptable operation of these tasks. From observing
pilot responses to a system with variable accuracy, it is estimated that 95% to 98% minimum accuracy 4
may become a requirement in order to meet pilot expectations for normal operations.
Finally, the hardware adaptability ratings indicate that most of the subsystems that show promise in _-_
existing commercial aircraft use ARINC-429 interfaces. These data buses are not the most convenient
to use but, depending on the subsystem, a voice system could be interfaced to many of them. It is
assumed that next-generation commercial aircraft will be using high-speed bidirectional data buses and
interfacing will be much easim:
2.2.2.2 Interfacing With New Aircraft Systems
A number of new aircraft systems were also considered for control or information exchange by voice
recognition and/or synthesis. These systems are listed in Figure 2.2-1 as possible future aircraft
subsystems. The new systems will most likely use digital computers and have a high-speed bidirectional
data bus available for a voice system interface. The identification and ranking of potential tasks
associated with these systems are also listed, together with existing systems, in Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
The same ranking criteria was used. _-'_
Voice recognition tasks associated with the new systems generally involve mode selection or
programming. Mode selection with voice may be advantageous at some times, but generally it has no
direct advantage over standard manual switching schemes. Workload improvements are possible if
accuracy is sufficiently high. Also, voice systems can be designed to have advantages over complex
control functions in automated or semiautomated systems. Other possibilities include conditions
involving extensive visual attention when mode switching might be desired, such as changing symbol
modes on a head-up display (HUD) during final approach - to refine the display or to change to a
go-around mode. Systems programming by voice recognition methods is promising, especially if
connected or continuous speech recognition is available.
Voice synthesis tasks have been concluded to be useful with proposed alerting and interactive systems. _-_
It has been recommended that all voice alerts be carefully implemented in accordance with alerting
system guidelines recently developed by the FAA and major commercial aircraft manufacturers (ref. 6).
Questions to be resolved include use of voice response with the interactive systems in such a way that it
does not interfere during alert situations. All those contributing to the task rankings specified this as a
necessary requirement for pilot acceptance and safety.
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2.2.2.3 Potential for Use in Pilot Training
The use of voice systems in training simulators shows great potential in setting up conditions and in
providing immediate pilot feedback. Voice recognition could be used by the operator to select a specific
aircraft or weather condition and change it directly from the simulator pilot's seat. Voice synthesis
could be used for reporting aircraft, weathel, or simulator status. A simulator voice system could also be
used by an instructor or by certified pilots performing check flights. All this can be done with
commercial voice recognition and synthesis systems available today.
f_
Modern training simulators approach the sophistication of airplanes; also, many airports and
interconnecting routes are available in the simulator's data banks. They offer the instructor a wide
variety of aircraft and weather conditions to choose from; however, there are operational complexities.
For example, to select the desired conditions for a "flight," an instructor must step through several
"pages" on the simulator control screen and enter information here and there. Voice recognition could
be used to jump directly to the "page" of interest and enter data. This could be done by the instructor at
the console or in one of the pilots' seats. Similarly, voice synthesis could be used to present status on
request.
For a better understanding of how voice systems could contribute to a commercial flight deck operation,
a B-767 fixed based training simulator was used to provide a frame of reference for discussions. A few
typical short commercial routes were flown to get a feeling for the extent current generation cockpits
"_ have been automated. It became apparent that the training simulator's operation could also benefit
from voice recognition and synthesis applications.
The pilots were interested in using a voice system to program the simulator and receive status
information. Table 2.2.3 reflects the positive nature of their ratings. Additionally, one of the instructor
pilots suggested that the same voice system could be similarly useful to the airlines in pilot proficiency
check flights. The pilots could be given simple instructions as to what aircraft, weather, and location
conditions should be used for their check ride. The simulator could then be configured by interactive
voice control. Besides cutting down on the number of instructors, the pilots would probably be more at
ease and be able to learn more about their airplane by flying in various aircraft configurations and
weather conditions.
Although an isolated voice recognition system could be used in simulators, a connected or continuous
word system would be more acceptable and easier to use. Flight-quality systems would not be required
and there are several commercial systems currently available that could be used. The simulators
"-- presently use high-speed bidirectional data buses, so interfacing the voice systems with the simulator
would not be difficult.
.-_ Training applications could require considerably more words than flight operations. Accordingly,
although phoneme-based speech synthesis is not necessary, there is potentially a large vocabulary
which would be more cost effective and easier to change with phoneme-based speech synthesis as the
_-- simulator is periodically updated.
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2.3 Task 3: Suitability of Voice Systems for Use in a Commercial Aircraft Operating
Environment
The previous portion of the study effort was to develop a list of benefits and constraints for voice
applications in commercial cockpits. With these benefits and constraints in mind, the earlier ratings
will be adjusted in terms of the practicality and desirability of each potential task.
2.3.1 Environmental Constraints on Use of Voice in the Cockpit
The environment that the voice systems will have to operate in will be considered first. Electronic --_
equipment designed for commercial aircraft will be required to meet specifications to be developed by
the organization formed to support Airlines Electronic Engineer Committee needs established by
Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated (ARINC). Electrical and mechanical specifications include EMI
limits, operating and storage limits for temperature and pressure, power requirements, equipment case
design and size, etc. The ARINC electrical and mechanical requirements should not pose any real
problems to voice system manufacturers. As indicated earlier, several voice manufacturers have --_
already developed systems that meet more stringent military qualifications for the AFTI program.
When ARINC addresses voice recognition requirements specifically, an environmental constraint to be
expected is the operational minimum signal-to-noise ratio of voice to ambient noise. Voice recognition
systems without speech enhancement capability need a signal-to-noise ratio of about 20 dB. Obviously,
ambient noise and microphone type and location will affect the quality of the voice signal getting to the
voice system.
The ambient noise that the AFTI/F-16 voice systems have to operate in (up to 115 dB) is far above that of
the commercial cockpit. In new-generation jets such as the B-767 and B-757, the ambient cockpit noise
level in the typical speech range (0.5k to 4k Hertz) ranges from 60 to 76 dB (Boeing B-767, B-757 sound
level documents 1982 and 1984). With the relatively low ambient noise, most recognition systems can
operate with a high degree of accuracy, especially if a directional microphone is used. Preliminary
indications are that the AFTI systems operate without much degradation for noise levels up to 90 or 95
dB.
In areas where noise interferes with voice recognition, speech enhancement or noise canceling
techniques such as described earlier would improve the reliability of a recognition system, especially
during abnormal or emergency situations. Additionally, directional microphones will screen out other -4
crewmember's voices as well as the ambient noise.
Conservatively it should be assumed that most, if not all, flight-certified recognition systems for the ---'.
next five years will require a boom microphone (or oxygen mask microphone) for high quality operation.
For current and near-term recognition systems, two sets of voice patterns would have to be stored for
each pilot, one for a directional boom microphone and the other for the oxygen mask microphone. The
switch that currently activates one microphone or the other could also signal a recognition system to
change patterns.
Voice synthesis messages, when used in the cockpit, must be distinctive and intelligible. Synthesis
introduces no new constraining factors so far as flight deck use is concerned; many of the problems were
addressed in caution-warning standardization studies. The nature of the messages, type of voice, _-_
positioning of voice speaker, and amplitude all must be carefully considered (ref. 6 and ref. 7). These
issues will be addressed in greater depth later in this discussion.
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2.3.2 Workload Effects on Flight Deck Use of Voice Systems
Before voice systems are routinely installed in flight decks, enabling research is required to determine
where voice input and/or output may offload or increase pilot workload. Much will depend on the design
concept and how efficient an interface operation it provides. Present expectations are that voice systems
.f-_ can improve workload levels when voice input and/or output modes are optimally integrated, and when
accuracy is high and substitution errors are low.
Voice recognition may not be faster for switching operations, but could be more convenient, especially
for switches widely distributed throughout the flight deck. It should also be faster than keyboard
operations or menu access routines, especially when using variable syntax. Utility can be further
.P_ improved when the voice systems interact with expert systems that can respond to voice commands,
performing commanded operations and providing feedback on progress and completion status.
During time-critical, high-workload portions of flight, selected applications of voice systems are
appealing, but the real merit will be dependent upon efficiency of design for workload alleviation (both
cognitive and physical). Interaction with a suboptimum voice system could actually add workload. For
example, workload for voice communication and message confirmation is high during takeoff, approach,
landing, and emergencies. Voice systems could be used to set up messages for data link, with the data
link accomplishing the actual transfer and confirmation of correct transmittal by the receiver. The
advantages are in reduced time to repeat or reconfirm messages to ensure accuracy. Other possibilities
include, for example, fuel tank balancing, approach plate recovery (and display), checklist and
procedures applications (including, for example, interactive voice recognition and synthesis), and
reconfiguring the airplane for climb, cruise, or landing according to flight mode.
There are, however, a number of precautions to be observed. As has been suggested, voice synthesis may
be less widely usable than voice recognition. Care must be exercised to avoid interference with critical
messages, such as from air traffic control or from the airplane's caution-warning system. Even in
caution-warning applications, it has been concluded in a Federal Aviation Agency-sponsored study that
voice alerts should be automatic only in certain emergency situations (ref 6). In all other cases, voice
alerting guidelines were to restrict use of voice to a pilot option; chimes are used to catch attention and
visual presentation of information is used more extensively than some voice synthesis advocates might
suggest. One of the key problems is that, unlike the visual scan mechanism, the auditory system is a
single thread channel which strongly demands attention; there is considerable concern about
information overload on the one hand, and about the possibility that excessive use will lead to
familiarity and complacency on the other. Finally, there are cases where it is desirable to have ready
access to any given segment of information on a task for a quick review.
Overall, there is reason to believe that voice systems can be of considerable assistance in workload
alleviation but may gain little if used in simple switching, display, or menu access modes. The benefits
appear in integrated applications that use recognition and feedback in a highly integrated format.
Further work will be necessary to identify high payoff conditions of use for voice systems in flight deck
applications. Specific concepts should be defined and appraised in a task context with examination of
peak workload conditions and whether use of voice is beneficial or restrictive.
L
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2.3.3 Benefits and Constraints of Application
A number of generalized tradeoffs for voice systems applications and constraints have been identified _-_
and are presented in Tables 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. These relate to the number of potential voice tasks which
have been identified that could be performed in commercial aircraft and simulator cockpits (tables 2.2.1
and 2.2.2). The ratings assigned each task earlier herein would be helpful in selecting good applications _-_
and culling out poor ones. Some of the tasks are promising. Others are much less practical and not likely
to be implemented in the near future. It remained to rate the tasks for applicability.
Ratings of benefits and constraints of application are presented in Tables 2.3.3, 2.3.4, and 2.3.5. The
grouping code (e.g., 1111) is based on the net application ratings of Tables 2.2.1 through 2.2.3. For
present purposes, the grouped code is correlated with a "payoff" weighting factor as outlined below. The
scheme is similar to the one developed by Feuge and Geer (ref. 12) with the exception that the
unassessed variable factor they use was replaced by the hard ware adaptability factor. Again, it should
be noted that the technical feasibility factor that was used in Tables 2.2.1 through 2.2.3 is based on
existing flight-quality voice systems and near-term expectations and not commercial-grade systems, nor
are any assumptions made regarding adaptability of commercial-grade systems.
Payoff /Technical /Utility and /Time and Accuracy /Hardware
Factor = /Feasibility /Advantage /Requirement /Adaptability
Weight /Factor !Factor !Factor /Factor _-_
Weighted Payoff Net Application Ratings _-_
1 = High Payoff (1111, 1112)
2 = Some Payoff (1122, 1123, 2111, 2122)
3 = Uncertain Payoff (1211, 1212, 1213, 1222, 2212, 2213) _-"
4 -- Low Payoff (1231, 2222, 2232, 2233)
5 = No Payoff (X3XX)
L
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The resulting weighted payoffs for each subsystem task are listed in the left column of Tables 2.3.3,
2.3.4, and 2.3.5. Both existing and next-generation possibilities existed for the numerous candidate
applications. The choice here was to avoid dual ratings for existing versus next-generation possibilities.
As before, in most cases listed in these tables, the hardware adaptability factor for existing hardware
was used to compute the payoff factor. Only when there was no existing system was the next-generation
factor used, e.g., Mode-S communication.
The results show, as would be expected, that similar task functions (e.g., switching) received similar
_ payoff codes from one subsystem to the next. Top rankings for voice recognition went to programming
applications. Ratings reflect less certainty regarding the use of voice for switching and mode-selecting
tasks in the cockpit. Tasks that required smooth and gradual or continuous control, e.g., setting trim,
._-_ were rated very low.
Voice synthesis shows a potential for a positive payoff in most tasks. Three factors contribute to this.
,_ First, good-quality voice synthesis systems (digitized and compressed) are now available and in use for
aircraft applications. Second, flight-quality phoneme systems with large vocabularies and good-quality
voice will be available soon. Last, in all but a few alerts, voice synthesis can be under pilot control, so
presentation of information can be at the pilots' request and the voice synthesis interruption problems
mentioned earlier as concerns can be avoided.
Not considered in the above-mentioned payoff factors are the practicality and desirability. To correct
this the payoff factors were weighted to reflect the perceived practicality/desirability of voice in each
task. The desirability of having a voice system assist in a task is quite subjective. Design features to
enhance ability and efficiency of the voice system in performing a task are taken into account. Ease of
use or user friendly features of the voice system also are important. All the voice tasks, with the
exception of a few alerts, have yet to be tried. Therefore, ability, efficiency, and friendliness were
estimated on the basis of expected capabilities.
If a proposed voice task is expected to be practical and desirable, then its payoff factor weight was
reduced by one. No weight was given to those tasks that had nearly equivalent benefits and constraints
or that drew little interest from the review team. Tasks that appeared to be impractical or undesirable
had their payoff factor increased by one.
As shown in Tables 2.3.3, 2.3.4, and 2.3.5, discrimination of task utility has evolved. The revised task
ratings are now spread out. Those tasks with the highest perceived potential have ratings of 0 and 1.
These ratings will be used later herein to develop a benefits hierarchy of cockpit voice tasks.
j_
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Table 2.3.1 Voice Recognition Benefits and Constraints
Benefits Constraints
• In tasks where pilot attention must be diverted during a critical • Acceptability and usefulness depends on high overall accuracy
part of flight, voice can provide the ability to reduce workload and errors being primarily rejection, not substitution
• Could speed data entry, especially when hands andIor eyes are busy
• Several existing systems could be interfaced and controlled as • ARINC-429 bus is unidirectional and not convenient to interface
indicated in Tables 2.2.1-2.2.3 • Interfacing with numerous systems may be difficult on existing
aircraft
• Selecting system modes with voice is also of uncertain advantage
• Radios could be tuned by saying locale identification • Tuning radios by entering frequency may or may not be any
improvement over manual method
• An active vocabulary of 50 words with paging can handle most • Flight-qualified systems with this capability will not be ready for
" aircraft systems and can transfer voice reference data files with I to 3 years
host system • Systems will be speaker dependent require two or more training
passes per word
• Vocabularies must be carefully selected to avoid similar sounding words
• Flexible syntax necessary to enhance user acceptance
• Each pilot will need own system and reference data
• Flight-qualified systems available now from at least four vendors • Existing flight-qualified systems are speaker dependent, isolated
mode, limited vocabulary, and expensive. Microphone must be
located close to mouth, boom microphone or oxygen mask
• Commercial quality connected and continuous systems available • Training for connected and continuous modes is tedious
now. Some may be flight-quality, pending evaluation • Some report errors when receiving nontrained words
• It is technically feasible to produce flight-qualified connected • Sophisticated host required for real-time response, flexible
mode voice recognition systems now syntax, and multisystem control
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) t ) ) ) ) ) )
Table 2.3.2 Voice Synthesis Benefits and Constraints
Benefits Constraints
• Useful for some aircraft alerts • Voice can add to confusion in emergency situations and decrease
• Potential for recording and playback of messages safety
• Potentially useful in interacting with pilots for checklists, etc.
• High-grade commercial and flight-quality digitized and • Digitized and compressed voice systems have limited active
compressed synthesis systems now available. Boards or chipsets vocabulary, each word has to be recorded, and sound of word is
dependent on how it was recorded
• Good-quality commercial phoneme systems with more than 10K
word vocabulary and speech options now available
• Technically feasible to make flight quality phoneme systems • No flight-quality phoneme systems available now
• Speech options on some phoneme systems permit varying voice • Phoneme speech quality not yet equal to digitized and compressed
types and rates methods
Table 2.3.3 Revised Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications of Voice Recognition
Summary Desirability RevisedPotential Voice Recognition Task of Task 2 Task
Ratings Weighting Rating
Communications
• Switching and selecting modes (E) (IWR) 3 +0 =3
• Volume control (E)(IWR) 5 +1 =6 --
• Entering frequencies (E) (IWR) 2 +0 =2
, • Radio tuning by location ID (E) (IWR) 2 -1 = 1
• Selecting and preparing messages for
Mode-S-type data transmissions (N)
(CWR or IWR) 2 or 31 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
Navigation
• Switching and selecting modes (E) (IWR) 3 0 =3
• Entering frequencies (E) (IWR) 2 +0 =2
• Radio tuning by location ID (N) (IWR) 2 -1 = 1
• Programming CDU [IRS, NAV and
performance management systems] (E)
(CWR and IWR) 2 or 31 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
• Programming microwave landing
system (N) (CWR or IWR) 2 or 31 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
Flight Controls
• Primary attitude controls (E) (CWR) 5 +1 --6 _-_
• Selecting positions for flaps, speed
brakes, and trim (E) (IWR) 5 +0 =5
• Selecting autopilot and fuel
management systems modes (E)(IWR) 3 +0 =3
• Entering data to autopilot and thrust
management computer (E) (IWR) 2 +0 --2
• Selecting modes for autopilot and
advanced fuel management system (N)
(IWR) 3 +0 =3
• Programming 4-D navigation system
(N) (CWR) 2 -1 = 1
NOTES: (1) If a connected word recognition system is used, the task 2 summary rating is better (a
lower number) than if isolated word recognition is used.
(2) The ratings from Table 2.2.1 vary depending on which subsystem voice recognition would
be used.
(3) (E)=existing systems task, and (N)=next-generation task
(4) (IWR)=isolated word recognition, (CWR)=connected word recognition
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Table 2.3.3 Revised Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications of Voice Recognition (Continued)
Summary Desirability RevisedPotential Voice Recognition Task of Task 2 Task
Weighting
Ratings Rating
Flight Instruments
• Selecting speed and height bugs (E) (IWR) 2 +0 =2
• Entering barometric pressure (E) (IWR) 2 +0 =2
• Entering modes for EADI, EHSI, EICAS,
and HUD (E/N) (IWR) 3 +0 =3
Additional Aircraft Subsystems
[hydraulics, electrical, pneumatics, fuel, air
conditioning, engines, APU, anti-ice, rain
protection, fire protection, landing gear,
crew alerting]
* Selecting positions and modes (E) (IWR) 3 to 52 +0 --3 to 5
• Integrated systems management (N) (CWR
or IWR) 2 or 31 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
/
Flight Status Monitor
• Interaction with schematics and checklists
(N) (CWR or IWR) 3 or 41 -1 =2 to 3
• Request status (N) (CWR or IWR) 2 or 31 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
Programmable Multipurpose Keyboard
• Paging (N) (CWR or IWR) 2 or 31 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
• Entering data and programming aircraft
subsystems like CDU (N) (CWR or IWR) 2 or 31 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
Multipurpose Displays
• Paging and format request (N) (CWR
or IWR) 2 or 3 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
• Request and step-through operations
checklists (N) (CWR or IWR) 2 or 3 -1 or 0 =1 to 3
Artificial Intelligence (AI) System
• Interaction with AI system's
recognition/understanding (N) (CWR) 2 -1 = 1
NOTES: (1) If a connected word recognition system is used, the task 2 summary rating is better (a
lower number) than if isolated word recognition is used.
(2) The ratings from Table 2.2.1 vary depending on which subsystem voice recognition would
._ be used.
(3) (E)=existing systems task, and (N)=next-generation task
(4) (IWR)=isolated word recognition, (CWR)=connected word recognition
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Table 2.3.4 Revised Ratings for Potential Cockpit Applications of Voice Synthesis
Summary Desirability RevisedPotential Voice Synthesis Task of Task 2 Task _-_
Weighting
Ratings Rating
Communications o4
• Voice record and playback of
standard communications from air
traffic control (E) (DIG) 2 -1 = 1 ___
• Playback of messages for Mode-S-
type data transmission (N) (PHO) 2 -1 = 1
Navigation
• Callout of marker beacons (E) (DIG) 2 +0 =2
• Callout of position information from
microwave landing system (N) (PHO) 4 +0 =4 _
Flight Instruments
• Callout of airspeed and altitude
(E) (DIG) 2 -1 = 1
Additional Aircraft Subsystems _-_
• Announcing alerts (E) (DIG) 2 -1 = 1
Flight Status Monitor _-_
• Advanced alerting system message
(N) (PHO) 2 -1 = 1
• Interaction with schematics and
checklists (N) (PHO) 2 +0 =2
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Interaction with AI system,
response (N) (PHO) 2 -1 = 1
Notes: (1) (E)=existing systems task, (N)=next generation task
(2) (DIG)=digitally compressed synthesis, (PHO)=phoneme synthesis ___
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Table 2.3.5 Revised Ratings for Potential Simulator Applications of Voice
Summary Desirability Revised
Potential Voice Recognition and Synthesis of Task 2 Weighting Task
___ Tasks Ratings Rating
Simulator Mode Control by Instructor:
• Selecting aircraft and simulator modes
_-_ (REC) (E) (IWR) 1 +0 =1
• Programming weather and aircraft
conditions (REC) (E) (IWR) 1 +0 =1
e Receiving simulator status on request
(SYN) (E) (PHO) 2 +0 =2
Simulator Mode Control by Student(s):
• Selecting aircraft and simulator modes
(REC) (E) (IWR) 1 +0 =1
• Programming weather and aircraft
conditions (REC) (E) (IWR) 1 +0 =1
• Receiving simulator status on request
-_ (SYN) (E) (PHO) 2 +0 =2
• Announcing potential hazardous flight
modes or configurations (SYN) (N) (PHO) 2 +0 =2
!
Notes: (1) (E)=existing systems task, (N)=next generation task
(2) (REC)=recognition mode, (SYN)=synthesis mode
(3) (IWR)=isolated word recognition, (CWR)=connected word recognition
(4) (DIG)=digitally compressed synthesis, (PHO)=phoneme synthesis
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2.3.4 Flight Deck Voice Recognition Performance Considerations
Primary performance considerations to achieve ultimate acceptance will be accuracy and error types.
Howevel, besides accuracy and error requirements, there are a number of additional factors that must
be considered. These factors include ambient noise, microphone type, vocabulary make-up and size, and
syntaxing controls.
The recognition tasks that show the most promise as a result of the ratings in Tables 2.3.3 and 2.3.5 are
estimated to require, eventually, 95% to 98% or better isolated mode accuracies in repeatability in order
to achieve eventual acceptance by line pilots. Although the acceptable levels for other error types have
not been mentioned, they are as important as the repeatability accuracy levels. False rejection is
preferable to substitution o1"false acceptance errors, but acceptable ratios of these errors is dependent
on the task and its urgency.
Ambient noise level high enough to mask a operator's voice will make a voice system useless. This
should not be a problem in the low noise environment (60-76 dB in the 757 and 767) of late model
commercial aircraft cockpits, especially if condenser-type boom microphones are used. If hand-held
microphones are used, then voice patterns as seen by a recognizer will differ if the microphone is not
held in exactly the same position each time. Boom microphones are commonly used in commercial
aircraft; therefore, requiring them for use with recognition systems should not be a problem.
Vocabulary selection and use can make a big difference in recognition performance with existing and
near-term recognition systems. When building vocabularies, designers must be careful to exclude
acoustically similar words. If two or more similar words are necessary, then no two should be active at
any one time. Also, the active vocabulary should be kept small. The fewer words a system has to choose
from, the faster its response and higher its chances of selecting the correct one.
The preliminary aircraft subsystem vocabulary sets (outlined in sec. 2.2.1) are expected to be less than
50 words for each subsystem any one flight. The one exception would be some of the extended word
messages being considered for data link. Most likely a task would need only 10 to 15 words active at any
one time. However, pilots may not be inclined to say words in exactly the same sequence. Therefore, a
system with syntaxing capability should increase the overall accuracy and speed of response.
When a task's representative vocabulary and syntaxing scheme have been developed, candidate
recognition systems should be tested by pilots in an ambient noise and operations environment typical
of the intended flight deck. Rejection thresholds, substitution, and false acceptance error rates and, in
turn, the rejection error rate and overall accuracy should be established as should effects of errors and
efficient workarounds to avoid or correct errors.
Recognition accuracy and speed could be improved, if required, by using a syntax controller to manage
syntaxing schemes, anticipate necessary vocabulary, and examine word strings to assure that
syntactically correct combinations have been received from (recognized by) the recognition system.
Texas Instruments has designed a program that incorporates such a controller for the Rome Air .__
Development Center (Air Force) that operates with the TI-PC voice system and can handle a total
vocabulary of around 300 words.
In another approach to improve accuracy, some recognition systems provide a second choice word with
each word that has been selected. In an error situation the second choice word is examined, and used if it
fits the syntax requirements. Such a syntaxing program was designed and built for the Navy to improve --_
airborne voice recognition and synthesis systems' performance (ref. 33).
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Controlling voice recognition/synthesis systems is a prime area for applying artificial intelligence (AI)
systems. AI will almost assuredly be integral within voice systems by 1990, if not before.
2.3.5 Flight Deck Voice Synthesis Performance Considerations
Performance of voice synthesis devices is measured in terms of intelligibility, distinctiveness from
competing voice and noise sources, and ability to replicate human voice qualities. The capability of
voice synthesis systems to accommodate large vocabularies should also be considered after viewing the
number of potential voice synthesis tasks identified in Tables 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. The two methods of voice
synthesis (digitally compressed and phoneme based) considered to have potential in aircraft cockpits
possess both positive and negative characteristics. These characteristics must be weighed and then
"_ compared with the task requirements.
Development of the voice model should follow the precedent set by caution-warning program studies:
Berson, et al (1981) recommended that the desired characteristics of aircraft voice alerts should be
chosen through empirical testing in a representative ambient noise environment to ensure
intelligibility and distinctiveness. Two standard tests for intelligibility were suggested as relevant for
the cockpit environment by Berson, et al, the Modified Rhyme test and the Harvard Phonetically
Balanced Word test. One or both of these tests can be used to compare voice models (digitally compressed
and/or phoneme type) in typical ambient cockpit noise environment. Once final candidate systems are
selected, laboratory or simulator tests should be conducted with a set of voice messages from the target
cockpit's tasks. Representative normal and abnormal ambient noise should be present (alternately)
throughout the test.
Voice synthesis systems that use digitally compressed voice can be very intelligible, depending on the
quality of the digitized voice model. A good model requires a controlled recording environment,
professional recording equipment, and a trained speaker who has an intelligible voice. However,
distinctiveness of a voice model in the intended environment is just as important as intelligibility. If the
voice is not distinctive in the cockpit voice and noise environment, then it may be confused with other
voice communications or missed altogether.
The digitally compressed voice synthesis method is currently used in some military and commercial
aircraft cockpits for alert messages. This method was selected over phoneme type voice synthesis
because it offered better intelligibility, distinctiveness, and overall voice quality. Recent advances in
phoneme voice synthesis have greatly reduced this advantage.
One area where phoneme synthesis has a particular advantage is in potential vocabulary size. Digitally
compressed techniques typically require 2400 to 9600 bits of memory per second of speech. Thus, 30
seconds of speech would require a minimum of 9K bytes of memory. A large vocabulary will quickly run
up large memory requirements. Additionally, digitized systems enunciations are restricted by the way a
voice message was reduced. Alternatively, phoneme systems require just a few bytes to define each
word, resulting in a much smaller word/bytes-to-memory ratio than digitally compressed techniques.
Another advantage to the phoneme-based system is the ability to vary inflection, speed, and pitch of
speech. For example, the phoneme based DEC-talk system by Digital Equipment, Inc. uses a single
printed circuit board to produce vocabulary of over 10K predefined words. It also allows a host system to
control voice types (male/female/child), speaking rate, pronunciation, and intonation.
/
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The technical feasibility factor ratings in Tables 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 indicate that digitally compressed voice
recordings would be adequate in most individual tasks. However, if one voice synthesis system is to
handle more than one task it becomes less practical to use digitized voice playback, because of the
cumulative memory required for the combined vocabularies. A single phoneme type system could
support all the cockpit tasks, although a separate one for the alerting system may be necessary.
2.3.6 Pilot-Based Implementation Guidelines
After voice systems' benefits and constraints have been considered, specific applications have been _-_
identified, and performance requirements have been defined, the next major step comes with making
the transition from the laboratory to the flight deck (simulator or aircraft). Pilots' acceptance or
rejection of the voice applications will depend on several criteria that must be examined at this point.
In addition to a recognition system's actual performance in the cockpit, as noted in Section 2.3.4, the
other areas to be taken into account include influence of pilots' knowledge and proficiency on _--
performance, hardware reliability, corrective actions available, clarity of feedback, guidance through
the task operations without manuals, flexibility of syntaxing, transparency of menu paging, and failure
mode provisions. Each of these areas will be expanded upon below, followed by a similar discussion of __
voice synthesis criteria.
• Recognition performance should be evaluated by pilots in the target cockpit environment with a
representative message set
Minimum acceptable accuracy and error rates were proposed in Section 2.3.4. A designer should
conduct a test with pilots who will use the target cockpit so that acceptable accuracies and error rates
can be defined.
• Errors by the system or pilot must be easy to correct and not require repeating the entire command
string
Mistakes will occur. They may be from substitution or insertion errors, false rejections of correct words,
or the pilot initiating a task that he or she wants to terminate. The simplest way to handle errors is to
have the pilot repeat the entire command. This is very time consuming and will probably evoke a
negative reaction from the pilots whenever errors occur. A syntax monitor and controller, as mentioned
in Section 2.3.4, could detect errors and permit the pilot to correct just the invalid portion of the
message. If the system has a preentry display (visual or auditory), the pilot could confirm commands
before actions are taken while mistakes are easily caught and corrected. Single-line displays or
portions of larger displays could be used (e.g., CDU scratch pad or engine instrument displays). Preentry
visual displays have been used in simulator evaluations of voice systems at Boeing for a number of
years, t--"
• The recognition system must clearly inform the pilot what action, if any, has been taken
As noted above, a preentry display would allow the pilot to verify that correct commands have been
received before approval is given to execute them. When the system detects errors it must inform the
pilot in a clear, concise manner and prompt a corrective action. _-_
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• Guidance should be provided to the pilot so that operations manuals are not necessary
On tasks where the pilot may enter and program at different levels of an information/data tree, some
visual display must be provided to inform what actions are being taken and what system is being
operated on. For example, if the navigation system is to be modified with the voice system, then the
CDU display should present the navigation page and associated data that is being operated on. If
multifunction switches are used, their displays should show information corresponding to the displayed
page. Some guidance may also be given via a preentry display.
• Direction and interrogation messages should be consistent with the vocabulary commonly used by
pilots
• Variable syntax should be incorporated if possible
Variable syntax messages are possible with systems that use a recognition controller (sec. 2.3.4). Pilots
are more likely to accept and use a system that is flexible in the way messages or commands are spoken.
This flexibility will in effect raise the overall operational accuracy and make the system more useful in
high-stress situations when exact word arrangements of commands may be forgotten.
• System performance should remain constant for all phases of flight
_" As with all other systems on the flight deck, a recognition system must perform uniformly in normal,
abnormal, and emergency flight conditions. The environmental conditions that an airborne recognition
system will have to operate in are noted in Section 2.3.1.
• Failure mode provisions must be provided and not degrade aircraft control
If a recognition system experiences a failure or abnormality, the pilot must be made aware immediately.
Th(, failure must not lock up or hinder any other system in the cockpit. Also, a parallel method of
executing a task must be available. For example, if some coordinates are being entered into the
navigation system with voice, the CDU is configured accordingly. Thus, if the voice system fails, the
pilot may continue entering the coordinates via the CDU keyboard.
_- • Training on the recognition vocabulary should be able to be conducted in or out of the cockpit
Tim pilots should have the option of training with the recognition vocabulary in the cockpit or at a
J-- ground-based training facility. The AFTI/F-16 voice command systems have this option.
• Training sessions should be self-prompting and inform the pilot if any words or phrases should be
_- retrained
Training will involve speaking each vocabulary word two or more times. The recognition training
software routine should prompt the pilot with the word to be spoken, e.g., "PLEASE SAY *WAY
POINT*" If the recognizer has difficulty identifying any trained words it should request that the pilot
retrain on those words.
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• The pilot should be able to update/retrain any word or phrase in or out of the cockpit
The pilot should have the option to update/retrain any vocabulary word while in the cockpit or at a
training facility. If a small number of words are not being recognized repeatedly, a pilot may desire to
update the voice reference patterns for those words. This would be more convenient than retraining all
the vocabulary words. _--"
Voice synthesis acceptance features will include the performance requirements noted in Section 2.3.5
and whether it interferes with normal, abnormal, and emergency cockpit activities. _"
• Synthesis performance should be evaluated by pilots in the target cockpit environment with a
representative message set _-_
Cockpit voice synthesis performance requirements were discussed in Section 2.3.5
• Interferences with cockpit activities should be avoided
2.3.7 Comparison of Cost Factors: Voice Versus Hardware
To start out with, voice systems will not replace any hardware systems in the aircraft or simulator
cockpit. At least not in the near future. As noted in Section 2.3.6, initial applications of voice systems _-_
should parallel rather than replace input-output methods for existing or new cockpit systems. The "cost
savings" will be in reduced workload and increased safety.
The cost of voice systems will be twofold; the cost of the actual systems and costs involved with
interfacing them to other aircraft or simulator systems. Figure 2.3.7 lists price quotes from two
manufacturers for limited production of existing flight-quality voice recognition and synthesis systems. _-_
Prices for these military-quality flight systems are notably higher than those for other commercially
used systems, e.g., Appendix A. A significant part of this is presumed to be related to the more stringent
requirements for the military-qualified system; additionally, the systems are not being produced in
large quantitites. However, while it is suspected that other systems would be suitable for the far more
benign commercial aircraft environment, insufficient data are available to confidently identify suitable
candidates for test in this more compatible environment. While the cost of these limited production
items is relatively high, if a commercial and/or military market develops and quantity lots are ordered,
the prices will likely drop. While prices are not likely to plummet, the range of costs in Appendix A
gives an appreciation of what can happen in this very competitive field.
Some commercial-quality (not flight-qualified) systems have been tested or are planned to be used in
test in experimental aircraft to evaluate potential for application of voice systems in performing flight
deck tasks. They have been assessed as sufficiently durable for experimental evaluations of task
performance on an experimental aircraft if appropriate precautions are taken; they may be of flight
quality though not flight qualified. Thus, they offer a lower cost alternative for exploratory evaluation
to define both task applicability and the detailed requirements for commercially flight-qualified voice
recognition and synthesis systems. These systems include those produced by Interstate Electronics
Corporation and Texas Instruments.
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ITT Defense Communications Division, San Diego, California
One Unit Three Units
ITT VCS $50,000 $150,000
The ITT Voice Command System (VCS) is configured similarly to their AFTI system but with
a 16-bit parallel interface instead of Mil. Std. 1553 and without safety of flight testing
requirements.
Texas Instruments, Inc., Equipment Group, Dallas, Texas
One Unit Three Units
TI VIS $256,000 $410,000
The TI Voice Interactive System (VIS) is configured similarly to their AFTI system but with a
16-bit parallel interface instead of Mil. Std. 1553. The modified system would undergo
_- acceptance test in accordance with AFTI test procedures.
Note: These prices reflect small quantities of flight certifiable equipment
Figure 2.3. 7 Budgetary Price Quotes for Two Voice Recognition Systems Designed to
Military Qualifications Tests, April 1984
The cost to interface voice systems will depend on the type of data bus used and the extent to which they
parallel other systems. If a monodirectional bus such as the commercial ARINC-429 bus is used, each
voice system may need one input and one output port for each device it is to control! Also, each
controlled device has to add input and/or output ports and be reprogrammed to interact with the new
ports. The cost to do this would obviously be high.
However, to evaluate a voice in an existing test aircraft, one redundent control device, e.g., EHSI or
"f- control display unit (CDU), could be replaced by a properly programmed voice system. If the voice
recognition system could work in parallel with another control device, e.g., CDU, then only that device
would have to be reprogrammed and interfaced to. For near-term exploratory applications this would
_- probably be the most cost efficient. Similarly, voice synthesis system could be interfaced to an existing
alerting system.
Next-generation aircraft are expected to incorporate bidirectional, high-speed parallel or serial data
buses. A voice system could attach to such a bus and control numerous cockpit subsystems.
Multifunction keyboards and voice systems could operate in parallel, tracking each other, and the
controlled subsystem would not know or care which keyboard or voice system gave the command.
2.4 Task 4: Identification and Recommendation of Cockpit Voice Applications
Task 4 assimilates the information generated in the first three tasks into a hierarchical benefits rating
of potential voice applications, a list of general purpose design guidelines, and proposals for five generic
voice cockpit and simulator voice systems.
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2.4.1 Benefits Hierarchy of Potential Cockpit Voice Tasks
This section culminates the rating efforts from the previous two tasks into a benefits hierarchy of
potential cockpit voice tasks.
A number of voice recognition and synthesis tasks were identified in task 2 and rated on four criteria:
(1) the minimum level of voice technology required to perform the task; (2) the advantage a voice system
would offer pilots over existing methods; (3) the accuracy/intelligibility necessary to perform the task
considering its urgency and time available to correct errors; (4) the adaptability of interfacing the voice _-_
_ystem to the aircraft subsystem associated with that task (tables 2.2.1 through 2.2.3).
This rating scheme helped identify which voice tasks may have promise and those that do not; however, _-_
a number of other factors that could affect the success of a voice system at each task were not rated. To
take these into account, each task's four ratings were summarized into a payoff factor (high, some,
uncertain, low, and no payoff). The merit of each task was evaluated for overall desirability and its _-_
payoff code was weighted accordingly (tables 2.3.1 through 2.3.3). Desirability was based on
environmental constraints, pilot workload considerations, and the benefits and constraints listed in
Tables 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. It is from the revised payoff ratings listed in Tables 2.3.1 through 2.3.3 that a __.
benefits hierarchy was drawn.
Tables 2.4.1 through 2.4.3 list the potential voice tasks and their benefits hierarchy ratings. The rating
scheme follows the one for payoff factors in Section 2.3.3.
CODE = 1, FOR HIGHLY BENEFICIAL VOICE TASK
= 2, FOR SOME BENEFIT TO VOICE TASK _..
= 3, FOR UNCERTAIN IF BENEFICIAL VOICE TASK
= 4, FOR LOW BENEFIT TO VOICE TASK
= 5, FOR NO BENEFIT TO VOICE TASK
The code numbers are essentially the same as the revised ratings listed in Tables 2.3.1 through 2.3.3
except for a few tasks which would bave resulted in revised ratings of 0 and 6; these were assigned a
benefits codes of 1 and 5 respectively. Also, tasks that had multiple ratings, e.g., programming CDU,
had the best (lowest) rating passed on to the benefits hierarchy tables.
Table 2.4.1 proposes that voice recognition's best use in commercial aircraft cockpits is to program and
interrogate complex systems. Programming would include identifying a specific system and
commanding a parameter or plan be changed, e.g., "update NAV system - select ILS approach to Seattle
via runway 34:' Programming, as used here, would also include setting up several common systems 1--"
simultaneously with one command, e.g., "set comm radios to Portland approach control" Interrogating
the status of a system would provide the pilot information about a system immediately without having
to page through several menus on a CDU. It is assumed that such a recognition system will operate in _-_
parallel with another data entry device (e.g., multifunction keyboard or touch screen display) and have
feedback from one or more sources (e.g., preentry or multifunction displays). Also, recognition systems
associated with programming tasks must have high accuracy (estimate >198%overall) and operate in _-_
connected or continuous recognition modes. Otherwise, pilots will have to repeat commands or correct
errors too often. If this happens, they will just turn the system offl.
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Table 2.4.1 Benefits Hierarchy of Potential Cockpit Applications of Voice Recognition
Benefits
Potential Voice Recognition Task Ratings
Communications
• Switching and selecting modes (E) (IWR) 3
• Volume control (E) (IWR) 5
• Entering frequencies (EXIWR) 2
• Radio tuning by location ID (E) (IWR) 1
• Selecting and preparing messages for Mode-S-type
data transmissions (N) (CWR) 1
Navigation
• Switching and selecting modes (E) (IWR) 3
• Entering frequencies (E) (IWR) 2
f-_ • Radio tuning by location ID (N) (IWR) 1
• Programming CDU [IRS, NAV and performance
management systems] (E) (CWR) 1
• Programming microwave landing system (N) (CWR) 1
Flight Controls
• Primary attitude controls (E) (CWR) 5
• Selecting positions for flaps, speed brake, and trim
(E) (IWR) 5
• Select autopilot and fuel management systems
modes (E) (IWR) 3
• Entering data to autopilot and thrust
management computer (E) (IWR) 2
• Selecting modes for autopilot and advanced fuel
management system (N) (IWR) 3
• Programming 4D navigation system (N) (CWR) 1
*Lowest values=best ratings*
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_Table 2.4.1 Benefits Hierarchy of Potential Cockpit Applications of Voice Recognition (Continued)
Benefits
Potential Voice Recognition Task Ratings
Flight Instruments
• Selecting speed and height bugs (E) (IWR) 2
• Entering barometric pressure (E) (IWR) 2 --"
• Selecting modes for EADI, EHSI, EICAS, and
HUD (E/N) (IWR) 3
Additional Aircraft Subsystems
[Hydraulics, electrical, pneumatics, fuel, air
conditioning, engines, APU, anti-ice, rain protection, "-"
fire protection, landing gear, crew alerting]
• Selecting positions and modes (E) (IWR) 3
• Integrated systems management (N) (CWR) 1
Flight Status Monitor
• Interaction with schematics and checklists (N) (CWR) 2 --_.
• Request status (N) (CWR) 1
Programmable Multipurpose Keyboard _-_
• Paging (N) (CWR) 1
• Entering data and programming aircraft
subsystems like CDU (N) (CWR) 1 _.
*Lowest values=best ratings*
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rTable 2.4.2 Benefits Hierarchy of Potential Cockpit Applications of Voice Synthesis
Potential Voice Synthesis Task Benefits
Ratings
Communications
• Voice record and playback of standard communications
from air traffic control (E) (DIG) 1
• Playback of messages of Mode-S-type data link
transmission (N) (PHO) 1
Navigation
• Callout of marker beacons (E) (DIG) 2
• Callout of position information from microwave
landing system (N) (PHO) 4
Flight Instruments
• Callout of airspeed and altitude (E) (DIG) 1
Additional Aircraft Subsystems
• Announcing alerts (E) (DIG) 1
-_ Flight Status Monitor
• Advanced alerting system messages (N) (PHO) 1
, • Interaction with schematics and checklists (N) (PHO) 2
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Interaction with AI system response (N) (PHO) 1
*Lowest values=best ratings*
NOTES: (1) (E)=existing systems task, (N)=next generation task
(2) (DIG)=digitally compressed synthesis, (PHO)=phoneme synthesis
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Table 2.4.3 Benefits Hierarchy of Potential Simulator Applications of Voice
Potential Voice Recognition and Benefits
Synthesis Tasks Ratings
Simulator Mode Control by Instructor ._-_
• Selecting aircraft and simulator modes (REC) (E) (IWR) 1
• Programming weather and aircraft conditions (REC)
(E) (IWR) 1
• Receiving simulator status on request (SYN) (E) (PHO) 2
Simulator Mode Control by Student(s) _
• Selecting aircraft and simulator modes (REC) (E) (IWR) 1
• Programming weather and aircraft conditions (REC)
_E)(IWR) 1 _-_
• Receiving simulator status on request (SYN) (E) (PHO) 2
• Announcing potential hazardous flight modes or
configurations (SYN) (N) (PHO) 2 ___
*Lowest values=best ratings*
NOTES: (1) (E)=existing systems task, (N)=next generation task
(2) (IWR)=isolated word recognition, (CWR)=connected word recognition
(3) (DIG)=digitally compressed synthesis, (PHO)=phoneme synthesis _"
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The next most likely application proposed for a cockpit voice recognition system is data entry. This
function is a subset of programming. For example, a command could be given to set one radio's
frequency to 123.45 or the barometric pressure reference to 29.87. In some cases voice would be useful,
but often it would be just as fast or faster to set the digits manually.
Using voice commands to select subsystem modes was viewed as having uncertain value. The number of
subsystems and corresponding modes, along with the varying importance of each, makes this
application of voice recognition less desirable than existing manual methods. New switching methods
"1-" such as multifunction switches or touch-panel displays, may be better options for improved mode
selection.
Cockpit voice recognition applications that have the least benefits are those that involve critical
functions and/or continuous, versus discrete inputs. For example, it is more practical and safer to adjust
trim settings by hand than saying "up up up up down ... etc" Unless an alternative approach is
developed, voice actuation is unlikely.
Table 2.4.2 indicates that a number of voice synthesis applications would be beneficial. It is important to
note that except for a few alert situations voice response in the cockpit should be at the pilots' request. It
also must be intelligible and distinctive from other cockpit voices and noise.
Table 2.4.3 proposes that voice recognition and synthesis systems would be highly beneficial for a
number of applications in controlling and monitoring cockpit simulators. The advantage of voice control
and monitoring in training simulators was described in Section 2.3. An important difference between
.... adapting systems to sinmlators and aircraft is that commercial voice equipment can be used in
simulators. Also, the conventional high-speed data buses used in simulators will be advantageous.
Research and test aircraft and simulators may also benefit from commercial voice systems. Commercial
voice systems are being used in government and commercial research simulators today for evaluation of
tasks similar to those noted in Tables 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. A few commercial voice systems have been and
continue to be used to evaluate voice applications in government aircraft (NASA, FAA, and military).
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2.4.2 General-Purpose Design Guidelines/Specifications
This section discusses some general-purpose design guidelines for implementing voice recognition and _-_
synthesis systems in aircraft and simulator cockpits and simulator control stations. These are
equipment-based design criteria that a designer must consider and define along with the pilot-based
guidelines (sec. 2.3.6) before choosing a voice recognition and/or synthesis system for a particular _--_.
cockpit.
General Design Guidelines for Cockpit Voice Recognition Systems _-_
• Acceptable minimum accuracy and maximum error performance levels should be determined
The pilot performance evaluation of recognition systems that was recommended in Sections 2.3.4 and
2.3.6 will yield a minimum acceptable overall recognition accuracy. Allowable percentages of the
different error types should also be estimated. Recognition systems, whether isolated, connected, or
continuous, should meet these specifications.
• The operational ambient noise environment should be defined or estimated for normal, abnormal,
and emergency flight conditions
A recognition system must operate to at least the minimum acceptable performance levels in all modes
of flight. This includes equivalent operation with boom microphone and oxygen mask. Ambient cockpit _-_
noise levels during normal commercial flights should not hamper the operation of good quality
recognition systems. However, ambient noise levels during abnormal or emergency situations may
become excessive (>95 dB). Therefore, noise canceling techniques should be employed so that
recognition system performance is not degraded when it can be of most use.
• Direction and interrogation messages associated with each task must be defined. From this a _-_
working vocabulary can be determined
Once the cockpit systems to interact with a recognition system have been identified, a list of desired _-_
tasks should be defined. From the task functions a list of direction and interrogation messages can be
formulated. The working vocabulary can then be determined. As noted in the pilot-based guidelines, the
vocabulary usage and message construction should be consistent with those commonly used by pilots for o_
the particular tasks.
• Message syntax should be noted and variable syntax combinations considered
Most messages will have two or more possible syntax combinations. If a message is likely to be stated
more than one way by the pilots in normal, abnormal, or emergency situations, the system should
accept the most likely combinations.
• The vocabulary/messages should be divided into minimum subsets necessary for specific tasks or
group of tasks so that maximum active vocabulary sets can be defined
• Necessary response time should be appraised __,
• If a recognition system controller is used, then first- and second-choice words and associated
ratings must be available from the recognition system
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• Pilot recognition vocabulary training provisions must be defined. This should include the ability to
update individual words or phrases
• Interface hardware requirements must be defined
• Interface software requirements must be defined
• Environmental conditions (besides noise) must be defined
Commercial aircraft equipment must meet environmental and structural specifications as defined by
the Federal Aviation Administration.
• Storage requirements for voice records must be considered and planned
The type of recognition method employed (isolated, connected, or continuous) will depend on vocabulary
size, operational environment, performance requirements, flight-quality equipment available, utility,
and pilot preference. Section 2.4.1 proposes a number of potential recognition tasks and the minimum
recognition method advisable for each.J
General Design Guidelines for Cockpit Voice Synthesis Systems
• The operational ambient voice and noise environment should be defined or estimated for normal,
abnormal, and emergency flight conditions
Characterizing the voice and noise environment must be done before tests on intelligibility or
distinctiveness can be conducted.
• Acceptable minimum performance levels for intelligibility, voice quality, and distinctiveness
should be determined
Voice synthesis performance criteria were discussed in Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6. The results of criterion
tests, along with pilot evaluation, will define what performance levels are necessary for the target
f-- cockpit. These evaluations should be conducted in a voice and noise environment noted in the previous
guideline.
• Voice synthesis messages associated with each task must be defined. From this a working
vocabulary can be determined
Once the cockpit systems to interact with a synthesis system have been identified, a list of desired tasks
s-- should be defined. From the task functions a list of messages can be formulated. The working
vocabulary can then be determined. As noted in the pilot-based guidelines, the vocabulary and message
construction should be consistent with those commonly used by pilots for the particular tasks.
• Presentation of voice synthesis messages to pilots must be planned
• The method for the pilots to request voice synthesis information must be defined
• Interface hardware requirements must be defined
7O
i• Interface software requirements must be defined
• Environmental conditions (besides noise) must be defined _-",
• Storage requirements for voice records must be considered and planned
The type of synthesis method employed (digitally condensed or phoneme) will depend on vocabulary
size, operational environment, performance requirements, flight-quality equipment available, utility,
and pilot preference. Section 2.4.1 proposes a number of potential synthesis tasks and the methods _'"
recommended for each.
A summary of both the pilot-based and general design guidelines is listed in Tables 2.4.4 and 2.4.5. _-_
f---_,
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Table 2.4.4 Summary of Design Guidelines for Cockpit Voice Recognition Systems
Pilot Based Design Guidelines for Voice Recognition Systems (sec. 2.3.6)
• Recognition performance should be evaluated by pilots in the target cockpit environment with a
"_ representative message set
• Errors by the system or pilot must be easy to correct and not require repeating entire command
strings
• A recognition system must clearly inform the pilot what action, if any, has been taken
• Guidance should be provided to the pilot so that operations manuals are not necessary
• Direction and interrogation messages should be consistent with the vocabulary commonly used by
f-_ pilots
• Flexible syntax should be incorporated if possible
• System performance should remain constant for all phases of flight
,_ • Failure mode provisions must be provided for and not degrade aircraft control
• Training on the recognition vocabulary should be able to be conducted in or out of the cockpit
• Training sessions should be self-prompting and inform the pilot if any words or phrases should be
_--_ retrained
• The pilot should be able to update or retrain any word or phrase in or out of the cockpit
_-_ General Design Guidelines for Cockpit Voice Recognition Systems (sec. 2.4.2)
• Acceptable minimum accuracy and maximum error performance levels should be determined
• The operational ambient noise environment should be defined or estimated for normal, abnormal
and emergency flight conditions
• Direction and interrogation messages associated with each task must be defined. From this a
working vocabalary can be determined
• Message syntax should be noted and variable syntax combinations considered
• The vocabulary/messages should be divided into minimum subsets necessary for specific tasks or
group of tasks so that the maximum active vocabulary sets can be defined
• Necessary response time should be estimated to compare with alternative methods
• If a recognition system controller is used, then first and second choice words and associated ratings
must be available from the recognition system
• Pilot recognition vocabulary training provisions must be defined. This should include the ability to
update individual words or phrases
• Interface hardware requirements must be defined and met
• Interface software requirements must be defined and met
• Environmental conditions (besides noise) must be defined
• Storage requirements for voice records must be considered and planned
F
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Table 2.4.5 Summary of Design Guidelines for Cockpit Voice Synthesis Systems
Pilot-Based Design Guidelines for Cockpit Voice Synthesis Systems (sec. 2.3.6)
• Synthesis performance should be evaluated by pilots in the target cockpit environment with a
' representative message set
• Interferences with cockpit activities should be avoided
General Design Guidelines for Cockpit Voice Synthesis Systems (sec. 2.4.2)
• The operational ambient voice and noise environment should be defined or estimated for normal,
abnormal and emergency flight conditions
• Acceptable minimum performance levels for intelligibility, voice quality and distinctiveness _-_
should be determined
• Voice messages associated with each task must be defined. From this a working vocabulary can be
determined _-_
• Presentation of voice messages to pilots must be planned
• The method of pilots to request information must be defined
• Interface hardware requirements must be defined ___
• Interface software requirements must be defined
• Environmental conditions (besides noise) must be defined
• Storage requirements for voice records must be considered and planned. _-_
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2.4.3 Candidate Cockpit and Simulator Voice Systems
Five generic voice recognition and synthesis systems are proposed below. The first three would be flight
._ certified, per FAA standards, and used in existing to next-generation commercial aircraft. Two more
systems are proposed that use commercially available equipment and would be useful in simulators
(cockpit and control) and test aircraft. All the systems were designed with the guidelines that were
specified in Sections 2.3.6 and 2.4.2 in mind. The cockpit and simulator systems suggested to interact
with these voice systems are the ones that received the best benefit ratings in Section 2.4.1.
Voice System 1
This system is technically feasible today and is based on the AFTI/F-16 systems. Although AFTI-type
systems are limited in usefulness, they are the only flight-qualified system available today. With
f-- isolated word recognition and limited recognition and synthesis vocabularies, such a system would not
be able to interact with more than one or two cockpit systems. Also, the unidirectional data bus
(ARINC-429) that is used on late-model commercial aircraft is not convenient for adding extra
systems. It may be that the best way to incorporate this system for experimentation purposes would
be to have it replace an existing control unit. A likely candidate would be the control display unit
(CDU) where it could program and interrogate the navigation, inertial reference, and performance
management systems. These voice tasks are rated as having high benefit to cockpit operations and,
J_-_ therefore, would be good first application of an interactive voice system. This voice system would meet
all equipment requirements per FAA standards.
• Voice System 1: Recognition Specifications, Minimum Performance
> The system will operate with isolated word recognition but without word-spotting capability.
> The total vocabulary shall be t>100 words/phrases.
> Each word/phrase can have a maximum length of about 2 sec.f--
> It will be possible to program at least 20 vocabulary subdivisions (nodes).
> Each node shall be able to accommodate up to 25 words/phrases that will all be
active/available at one time (active vocabulary).
> The overall recognition accuracy shall be >/95% in an ambient cockpit noise environment of
_<90dB.
> The system shall not experience a combined substitution and false acceptance error rate of
greater than 0.5%.
> The pilot should be able to train on the vocabulary in the cockpit or at a ground training
facility.
f-- > During training the pilot will have to say each vocabulary word/phrase four to five times.
> The pilot shall have the option to update/retrain any single word without having to update
the entire vocabulary.
f- > The voice data should be stored on some type of portable data storage module (DSM) that the
pilots can take from the training facility to the aircraft and download their files to the voice
system.
> The recognition system should operate equally well with boom or oxygen mask microphones.
> The pilot shall get feedback from the system via a preentry display.
> A yoke-mounted switch should be used to key the recognition system. When the switch is not
depressed, no messages should be accepted.
• Voice System 1: Synthesis Specifications
> The digitally compressed method of voice synthesis/playback shall be used as being most
_-_ desirable.
> There shall be about 200 sec of speech available to use.
> The speech synthesis data record shall be stored on the data storage module also.
> The voice model shall be selected using the guidelines from Sections 2.3.6 and 2.4.1.
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• Voice System 1: Systems Controller Specifications
> The controller shall have the necessary software to mimic a CDU to control the navigation,
inertial reference, and performance management systems.
> The controller shall accommodate only fixed syntax messages.
> All software for general operation, training, and failure modes shall comply with the Section
2.3.6 and 2.4.2 guidelines.
• Voice System 1: General Specifications
> At least one set of ARINC-429 interfaces (one input and one output per set) shall be available _
for connecting with the cockpit systems.
> The system as a whole shall meet ARINC electrical and environmental specifications for
commercial aircraft systems.
> The system packaging shall meet ATR specifications.
• Voice System 1: Estimated Small Quantities Cost- $50K to 100K
> This price estimate includes the recognition, synthesis, controller, and interface equipment.
Also included is the necessary development software. Actual operations software is not
included.
Voice System 2
This system will be technically feasible to be certified as a flight-quality system in one to three years. It _-_
is comparable to some of the better commercial-grade recognition and synthesis systems available
today. This system will incorporate connected word recognition and phoneme-type synthesis. Therefore,
it will approach the voice system requirements indicated in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Because
commercial aircraft will be using the ARINC-429 data bus to interface systems in this time period, it
will be assumed that this system will require this type of interface also. A high-speed bidirectional data
bus would be more useful and could be substituted for the ARINC-429 interfaces. In addition to the CDU _-_
(that system 1 interfaced with), this system can also interact with one or more of the following future
concept systems: an advanced alerting system, integrated communications radio controller, integrated
navigation radio controller, and integrated systems management system. _-_
• Voice System 2: Recognition Specifications
> The system shall operate with connected word recognition and have word-spotting capability, o_--_
> The total vocabulary shall be >t300 words/phrases.
> Each word/phrase can have a maximum length of about 2 sec.
> It will be possible to program at least 40 vocabulary subdivisions (nodes). _-_
> Each node shall be able to accommodate up to 50 words/phrases, and these shall be
active/available as a subset at any one time (active vocabulary).
> The overall recognition accuracy shall be >t98% in an ambient cockpit noise environment of
_<90dB.
> The system shall not experience a combined substitution and false acceptance error rate of
greater than 0.1%. P-_
> The pilot shall be able to train on the vocabulary in the cockpit or at a ground training
facility.
> During training the pilot will have to say each vocabulary word/phrase no more than three to _-_
four times.
> The pilot shall have the option to update/retrain any single word without having to update
the entire vocabulary.
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> The voice data should be stored on some type of portable data storage module (DSM) that the
pilots can take from the training facility to the aircraft and download their files to the voice
system.
> The recognition system should operate equally well with boom or oxygen mask microphones.
> The pilot should get feedback from the system via a preentry display.
> A yoke-mounted switch should be used to key the recognition system. When the switch is not
depressed no messages should be accepted.
• Voice System 2: Synthesis Specifications
> Phoneme-type voice synthesis will be used.
> The total vocabulary will be at least 10,000 words/phrases.
> The voice model will be selected using the guidelines from Sections 2.3.6 and 2.4.1.
• Voice System 2: Systems Controller Specifications
> The controller will be able to control and interrogate the systems noted above.
> Limited syntax flexibility will be permitted.
> All software for general operation, training, and failure modes will comply with the Section
2.3.6 and 2.4.2 guidelines.
• Voice System 2: General Specifications
> Several sets of ARINC-429 interfaces (one input and one output per set) shall be available for
connecting with the cockpit systems.
> The system as a whole shall meet ARINC electrical and environmental specifications for
commercial aircraft systems.
/--_ > The system packaging shall meet ATR specifications.
• Voice System 2: Estimated Small Quantities Cost -$80K to 150K in 1 to 3 Years
> This price estimate includes the recognition, synthesis, controller, and interface equipment.
Also included is the necessary development software. Actual operations software is not
included.
Voice System 3
_. A system as described below should be technically feasible to a certifiable system in three to five years.
It is assumed that by this time voice systems could be an integrated part of an advanced cockpit that
would have many systems tied together via a high-speed bidirectional data bus. This voice system
/_- would probably have direct ties with a multifunction control display unit (MFCDU) so that the two
systems would parallel each other's activities. The MFCDU display could serve as a preentry display
and scratch pad for the voice system as well as presenting system information. All other systems could
be interfaced through the MFCDU.
• Voice System 3: Recognition Specifications
> The system shall operate with connected word recognition and have word-spotting capability.
> The total vocabulary shall be >t500 words/phrases.
> Each word/phrase can have a maximum length of about 2 sec.
> It will be possible to program at least 70 vocabulary subdivisions (nodes).
> Each node shall be able to accommodate up to 60 words/phrases, and these will all be
active/available at one time (active vocabulary).
> The overall recognition accuracy shall be/>99% in an ambient cockpit noise environment of
_<90dB.
F
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> The system shall not experience a combined substitution and false acceptance error rate of
greater than 0.05%.
> The pilot shall be able to train on the vocabulary in the cockpit or at a ground training
facility.
> During training the pilot shall have to say each vocabulary word/phrase three to four times.
> The pilot shall have the option to update/retrain any single word without having to update _-_
the entire vocabulary.
> This system shall have limited speaker adaptability, i.e., the system will be able to update
vocabulary words automatically if it has difficulty recognizing any of them. _
> The voice data should be stored on some type of portable data storage module (DSM) that the
pilots can take from the trainii_g facility to the aircraft and download their files to the voice
system.
> The recognition system should operate equally well with boom or oxygen mask microphones.
> The pilot should get feedback from the system via a preentry and/or the MFCDU display.
> A yoke-mounted switch should be used to key the recognition system. When not depressed no
messages should be accepted. _-_
• Voice System 3: Synthesis Specifications
> Phoneme-type voice synthesis will be used. _-
> The total vocabulary will be at least 20,000 words.
> The voice model will be selected using the guidelines from Sections 2.3.6 and 2.4.1.
• Voice System 3: Systems Controller Specifications
> The controller will be able to control and interrogate the systems noted above and utilize an
expert system data base.
> Flexible syntax will be available.
> All software for general operation, training, and failure modes will comply with the Section
2.3.6 and 2.4.2 guidelines. _.
• Voice System 3: General Specifications
> The interface with the MFCDU and any other cockpit systems will be via a high-speed
bidirectional data bus.
> The system as a whole shall meet ARINC electrical and environmental specifications for
commercial aircraft systems. ___
> The system packaging shall meet ATR specifications.
• Voice System 3: Estimated Small Quantities Cost- $100K to 200K in 3 to 5 Years _
, > This price estimate includes the recognition, synthesis, controller, and interface equipment.
Also included is the necessary development software. Actual operations software is not
included.
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Voice System 4
f-_ This system is intended for use in cockpit simulators or test aircraft and is equivalent to current
commercial-grade voice recognition and synthesis systems. Several interface options are available such
as 16-bit bidirectional parallel, RS-232 or 422 serial or even ARINC-429 data buses. Depending on the
cockpit device of interest, this system could use one or more of these interfaces. If this equipment is to be
used in a motion-based simulator or test aircraft, some modifications to the systems may be necessary,
e.g., securing printed circuit boards and providing uninterruptible power supplies. Also, if used in a test
._ aircraft, normal safety precautions for experimental testing should be observed.
• Voice System 4: Recognition Specifications
> Per system 2.
• Voice System 4: Synthesis Specifications
> Per system 2.
• Voice System 4: Systems Controller Specifications
> Per system 2.
• Voice System 4: General Specifications
> This system may use 16-bit parallel, serial, or ARINC-429 interfaces.
> No ARINC or ATR regulations need be met except that system use on an aircraft must not
interfere with normal flight operations and must not be capable of disabling any aircraft
systems.
• Voice System 4: Estimated Small Quantities Cost- $15K to 25K
> This price estimate includes the recognition, synthesis, controller, and interface equipment.
Also included is the necessary development software. Actual operations software is not
included.
> As noted above, voice systems 4 and 5 could be built from existing commercial equipment.
s- For example, the voice recognition controller and recognition system could be a Texas
Instruments professional computer (with a speech command option and development
software) or an IBM personal computer (with a Votan VPL-2000 board and development
software). The phoneme synthesizer function could be handled by a DECtalk TM system
(Digital Equipment Corp.) or a Call Text 5000 system (Speech Plus, Inc.). These systems are
described in Appendix A.
Voice System 5
._ This system is similar to system 4 in that it assumes currently available commercial-grade equipment
will be used. It will be used for controlling a simulator and not interacting with cockpit equipment.
Section 2.2.3 discusses some of these applications. Only one bidirectional 16-bit data bus will be
_- required.
2.5 Task 5: Comparison of Results With NASA Study of 1995 Transport
The final portion of this study was to compare the task 4 conclusions on cockpit voice applications to
those proposed in a recently completed NASA sponsored study (ref. 31), titled "Crew Systems and Flight
_ Station Concepts for a 1995 Transport Aircraft," by George A. Sexton, April 1983.
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The "1995" study discussed voice systems possibilities, but did not define voice system guidelines that
should be followed, nor did it recommend what methods of voice recognition or synthesis should be used.
Also, there were no priority ratings for the voice tasks. Two lists of possible voice applications were
provided, one for baseline cockpit voice requirements and the other for additional tasks intended for
postbaseline voice recognition and synthesis requirements and to relate them to the proposed voice
applications noted in task 4. An overview of the 1995 aircraft concept and the method of incorporating a _-_
voice system into baseline and postbaseline designs is also provided below.
2.5.1 Overview of the Proposed 1995 Transport Cockpit _-_
A model for a 1995 transport aircraft was proposed in this study; although an entire aircraft was
defined, the primary emphasis was on crew systems and the flight station. The flight deck features _
digital electronic fly-by-wire,qight flight and thrust control systems, head-up displays, touch panel
control for aircraft functional systems, voice command and response systems, and 1990 onboard air
traffic control systems. Its two-pilot flight deck has numerous multifunction displays and control panels _-_
conveniently arranged on a glare shield, main instrument panel, and full-cockpit-width desktop. Some
controls are located on an overhead panel, a center console, and two side pedestals, but most tasks would
be monitored and controlled from the glare shield, main instrument panel, and desktop work area.
The flight deck design includes five monitoring and/or control modes that would have optional voice
control. These modes are (1) the flight management computer (FMC) control/display units (CDU), (2) the
combined communications/navigation radio frequency entry keyboard and display, (3) the front panel _--"
multifunction display system which includes five 13-in color CRT displays, three of which have touch
panel overlays, (4) a guidance and control panel, and (5) the head-up displays. The voice command and
control system was included in the cockpit system design so that the pilots would have a hands-off
option for monitoring and controlling the aircraft subsystems. Table 2.5.1 lists the task requirements
for the voice command and response system in the 1995 baseline design. A number of additional tasks
were listed as possible requirements for a postbaseline design and these are included on Table 2.5.2.
All the flight deck subsystems are linked by redundant high-speed, bidirectional data buses and
monitored/controlled by the FMCs. It is via these buses that the voice command and response system
(and in turn the pilots) can interrogate, control, and respond to the other cockpit subsystems.
2.5.2 1995 Flight Management Computer (FMC) Control/Display Unit (CDU)
Two redundant FMCs are at the heart of the 1995 cockpit. The FMCs, via the bidirectional data buses,
would be linked to all the aircraft flight systems, sensors, displays, and data input/output devices. The
pilots monitor and control the various aircraft systems with the FMCs. The pilots would interact
directly with the FMCs with two CDUs. (One CDU would be located in front of each pilot.)
The proposed CDUs have four major components: a 12-row by 40-character plasma display, a fixed key
data entry typewriter (QWERTY-type) keyboard, a touch-panel faceplate for the display, and a group of
low-profile membrane switches around the lower half of the display. With the CDU a pilot could call up
63 different formatted pages of information about aircraft location and systems status, plus permit
control of navigation, performance management, communications, and electrical power controller
systems.
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Table 2.5.1 Baseline Voice Requirements for 1995 Cockpit
Voice Recognition (Control) Requirements
S--
• Programming, interrogation, and data entry tasks
(1) Call up of control/display unit (CDU) pages
(2) Entering navigational waypoints
(3) Call up of formats/information on the three center multifunction displays
(4) Communications/navigation radio tuning and frequency entry
"_ • Selecting modes and switching tasks
(1) Rain removal control, e.g., on/off
(2) Landing lights control, e.g., on/off
Voice Synthesis (Response) Requirements
• Automatic voice messages
(1) Barometric altitude alerts
(2) Radar altitude alerts
(3) Airspeed readouts
(4) Time-critical messages
• Positive action collision avoidance commands
• Windshear and windshear/go-around alerts
• Ground proximity warning system messages
• Landing gear warnings
• Pilot selectable voice messages
(1) Readout of mode-S messages
(2) Readout of ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
messages
(3) Readout of advisory, caution and warning system messages
(4) Takeoff and landing data information readout
(5) Echo of voice entries
F!
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Table 2.5.2 Postbaseline Voice Requirements for 1995 Cockpit
Systems Which May Require Voice Interface (Recognition)
• Programming, interrogation, and data entry tasks
(1) CDU--scratch pad entry of text messages _--
(2) Global positioning system--waypoint entry
(3) Guidance and control panel--altitude, flight-path angle, track, course, Mach, and
indicated airspeed settings _.
(4) Checklist display--item checkoff
(5) Entry of mode-S transponder messages
(6) Entry of ACARS messages
• Selecting modes and switching tasks
(1) Radar panel--mode select
(2) Navigation display panel--range, display symbology selections
(3) Comm/nav--transponder ident, active/standby transfer
(4) Head-up disp|ay--declutter modes, on/off
(5) Cabin advisory--seat belts and no smoking, on/off
(6) Landing gear and brakes--autobrake, on/off
(7) Lights--taxi lights, on/off
(8) Systems display--all switches
Systems That May Require Voice Output (Synthesis)
• Pilot selectable voice messages
(1) Echo of above items
(2) Checklist--readout
(3) Systems display--quantity readouts, status readouts
(4) Engine display--parameter readouts
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The proposed baseline voice command (recognition) system would allow the pilots to call up any of the
formatted pages directly without having to sort through several to get the desired one. Voice commands
could also be used to enter navigation way points instead of typing them in. The 12th CDU display line
was designated as a scratch pad for the voice system when it works with the CDU.
A postbaseline voice application would be for entering text messages into the CDU scratch pad. The
messages could be used for flight planning, mode-S transponder transmissions, or ACARS
transmissions.
Comment: The programming and interrogating CDUs with voice were rated in task 4 as having a high
benefit, but connected or continuous word recognition was recommended as necessary for this rating.
2.5.3 1995 Integrated Communications/Navigation Systems
The 1995 cockpit would have all the aircraft radios tuned and monitored with the integrated
communications/navigation (ICN) system. Primary control and display of radio frequencies would be
from a centrally located frequency entry keyboard and display panel. Redundant/optional controls
._ would be available through one of the CDU formatted displays and the voice command system.
The radio frequency entry keyboard has its own preentry display for use with the keyboard or the voice
entry modes. Once a frequency has been entered and verified, it is transferred to the desired active or
standby radio display on the frequency display.
I-- Comment: The use of voice for entering radio frequencies was rated in task 4 as having some benefit. An
integrated comm/nav system such as this would simplify the adapting of a voice controlled system over
a nonintegrated system as is presently found on commercial aircraft.
2.5.4 1995 Front Panel Multifunction Display System
1-- The multifunction display system (MDS) features five 13-in diagonal color cathode ray tubes (CRT) and
associated symbol generators. The CRTs are located on the main instrument panel with the two outside
displays centered on the pilots' centerline positions. In normal operation the two outside CRTs would
r display primary and secondary flight information. The three center CRTs could be configured to display
a number of information formats. The formats available, although not all simultaneously, include
engine power, engine status, cockpit display of weather information, instrument approach information
(Jeppeson charts), advisory, caution and warning information, cockpit display of traffic information,
obstacle clearance detector information, operational emergency checklists, functional aircraft systems
schematics, and menus for selecting desired display formats and information.
Should a CRT fail, priority information could be shifted to any other CRT. As noted above, the three
center CRTs would have touch-panel overlays so pilots could interact directly with displayed
information, e.g., checklists, schematics.
Baseline voice command requirements for the 1995 cockpit would give the pilots the option to select
formats and information on the three center CRTs. This voice option would be a parallel task to the
touch panel menu selections. A proposed postbaseline voice task would allow the pilots to check off
items on the checklists.
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Comment: The use of voice recognition to page, request information from, and interact with displayed
information on multipurpose/multifunction displays was noted in task 4 as having a potentially high
benefit.
2.5.5 1995: Additional Voice Recognition Requirements
All but two of the 1995 baseline and postbaseline voice recognition (control) requirements for
programming, interrogation, and data entry have been noted above. One of those not noted yet is the
use of voice to enter way points into a global positioning system (postbaseline task). Although a global _"
(satellite) positioning system was identified as a possible future system in the task 2 subsystems
overview, it was not included as a line item for any of the ratings. The use of voice recognition for tuning
conventional navigation radios was found to be beneficial in the task 4 ratings. Using voice to tune a _-'
global positioning system should be comparable and therefore beneficial also.
The other voice recognition task proposed would be to enter data into the guidance and control panel
(autopilot). Entering data into the autopilot with voice was rated as beneficial in task 4, although not as
highly as programming and interrogation tasks. Designating this task for postbaseline introduction,
after more beneficial tasks have been implemented, would appear to be a good choice.
Two voice-controlled mode select and switching tasks were proposed for the baseline cockpit design.
Eight of these tasks were proposed for the postbaseline upgrades. ___
Comment: The task 4 benefits ratings indicate that switching and mode selecting tasks would be of
uncertain benefit to the pilots. The uncertainty is due to the belief that using voice for switching and
mode selecting tasks might be of little utility or advantage to the pilots. Some of these tasks would be
useful in a hands/eyes overload situation, e.g., declutter control for the HUD, but in most cases the
advantage would be questionable.
2.5.6 Voice Synthesis Requirements
Automatic and pilot selectable voice synthesis (response) requirements were proposed for the 1995
baseline cockpit. Four types of automatic voice synthesis messages were defined: barometric altitude
alerts, radar altitude alerts, airspeed readouts, and time critical messages.
Comment: The automatic presentation of voice messagesl other than time critical messages, is contrary
to the task 4 guidelines, which were based on an FAA report on aircraft alerting systems design
guidelines, Berson. et al, 1981. It is therefore recommended that the use of automatic presentation of
voice messages, other than time critical, be carefully examined. Several pilot selectable voice tasks
were proposed for the baseline and postbaseline designs. Many of the pilot selectable are also listed as
potential applications in task 4 and are rated highly beneficial if pilot selectable. _'_
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2.5.7 Summary of Comparison of Present Results and 1995 Concepts
In most instances, the proposed uses of voice recognition and synthesis in the 1995 aircraft agree with
the proposed high benefit applications recommended in task 4.
The proposed method for integrating voice into the 1995 cockpit is consistent with the task 4 guidelines
on three important points. First, the 1995 design has voice control as an option to the pilot and always
_ working in parallel with at least one other data entry device. Second, preentry displays are used. Lastly,
most of the voice response messages were pilot selectable.
There are _.vo points of difference between the two studies. One is the proposed use of voice control forF
switching in the baseline configuration. Using voice control for switching may be useful in some cases,
but there are tasks with more potential, e.g., programming and interrogation tasks, that would seem to
have a higher benefit to the pilots. The other inconsistency is the proposed automatic presentation of
f-_ three nontime critical alerts. Guidelines for caution-warning standardization, as well as consideration
of flight deck noise pollution, suggest that these possibilities be reconsidered.
z
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3.0 Summary and Conclusions
This report presents a number of potentially beneficial applications of voice systems in commercial
aircraft cockpits and simulators and proposes the necessary human factor design guidelines for their
implementation. Six specific objectives were identified for the study to examine and report upon: (1)
survey state-of-the-art voice technology and forecast developments in the next five years, (2) define and
appraise the practicality of candidate applications in commercial aircraft cockpits and simulators, (3)
identify the applications' suitability for actual operations, (4) develop a hierarchy of the applications
based on their benefits and tradeoffs, (5) generate general specifications for aircraft and simulation
voice systems, and (6) compare the results with those proposed in another recently completed NASA
study of future flight decks.
The stated objectives were examined and answered by subdividing the study into five tasks, which are
summarized below.
Task 1 reviewed state-of-the-art voice recognition and synthesis technology to establish a baseline. The
review involved surveying literature, voice systems manufacturers, expert and general users, and an
academic research center. From the surveys, information was gathered about what capabilities, _.
performances, and limitations can be realistically expected for voice systems today and in the near
future. Also, insights were gained into aircraft voice applications now in study and planned.
Three types of recognition systems are commercially available: isolated (all), connected (a few), and
continuous (three) word recognition. The highest performance for all the recognition systems reviewed
was in the isolated mode of recognition. Performance measures include the percentage of vocabulary
words accurately recognized, percentage of words incorrectly substituted, number of vocabulary words
recognized at one time, and the ability of a system to correctly recognize words in high ambient noise.
Limited vocabulary (about 100 words) isolated word recognition systems have been demonstrated in and
are available for high noise and gn-force environments of fighter aircraft. Target military cockpits
identified in surveys included F-16s, F-18s, KC-135s, and Blackhawk helicopters. Similar systems could
be configured for commercial aircraft cockpits. Commercially available connected mode recognition
systems should be available for commercial cockpits in one to three years.
The two most common types of voice synthesis systems in use today use digitally-compressed voice
playback and phoneme-based voice synthesis. Good quality digital compressed systems are currently _
available that meet military and commercial flight requirements. Good quality phoneme-type voice
synthesis systems are commercially available now and could be adapted to commercial flight
requirements in one to three years. _-_
Task 2 first reviewed commercial aircraft pilots' management requirements to identify possible voice
recognition and synthesis applications, then rated their probable utility. Both existing and expected
near-term aircraft subsystems were considered. A number of potential applications were identified for
each subsystem, and requirements/constraints for each were specified, e.g., vocabulary size, necessary
accuracy, and task frequency. _-_
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The potential cockpit recognition applications can be subdivided into five general types of tasks:
programming, interrogating, data entry, switching/mode selection, and continuous control. The
•_ programming and interrogating of complex cockpit systems, e.g., control display unit, with voice will be
advantageous to pilots if a connected word recognition system with at least 98% recognition accuracy is
used. Data entry tasks (e.g., tuning radios) were generally found to be advantageous to the pilots even
though they normally could be accomplished with isolated word recognition systems with at least 98%
recognition accuracy. Switch/mode selection-type tasks were workable with isolated mode recognizers,
but generally they gave no advantage to the pilots in performing the task. Finally, using voice to control
continuous tasks, e.g., primary attitude controls, was estimated to be disadvantageous even with a
connected word recognition system.
The potential cockpit synthesis applications that were identified included alerting messages, system
status reports, secondary flight instrument data callout (airspeed and altitude), and playback of
digitized communications messages. Basic alerts and data callout functions can be performed
adequately with digitally compressed voice playback, but when large vocabularies are required the
phoneme-type systems are recommended.
Task 3 examined the environmental considerations a designer must use when planning to integrate a
F-- voice system into a cockpit. Of the environmental requirements considered, ambient noise was found to
be the most critical constraint. Without noise canceling techniques, most recognition systems
experience high error rates when the ambient noise level exceeds 85-95 dB. Excellent noise canceling
._ techniques are available, but they require signal preprocessors or use some of the capabilities of the
speech recognition processor.
F After considering the list of potential voice applications, some specific voice recognition and synthesis
performance considerations were proposed. The performance of voice recognition systems was found to
depend on recognition accuracy, substitution and insertion error rates, active vocabulary size, and
message syntaxing capabilities. Intelligibility, distinctiveness from competing voice and noise sources,
and voice model quality must be considered for synthesis performance.
Finally, a list of pilot-based design guidelines was proposed. The guidelines encompassed the following
criteria: establishing the recognition performance in the target cockpit; determining what influence the
pilot's knowledge and proficiency will have on system performance; providing corrective actions and
f clear feedback; allowing flexible message syntaxing; failure mode provisions; and providing adequate
guidance through task operations so that operating manuals are not needed.
Task 4 used the information generated in the first three tasks to propose a benefits hierarchical rating
of all the potential voice tasks. The proposed voice recognition applications with the most benefit to
commercial cockpits involve programming and interrogating complex cockpit systems. Another high
benefit area is the control of aircraft simulators. Data entry applications are the next most likely use of
voice recognition, followed by switching and mode selection applications.
_- Several voice synthesis applications received high benefit ratings in task 4. One important reason for
this is that all proposed voice messages would be at the pilot's request, except for time critical alerts.
Pilot selectable voice messages prevent unnecessary cockpit chatter and missed messages.
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As an extension to the task 3 pilot-based guidelines, a set of general-purpose design guidelines were
identified. The general-purpose design guidelines took into account voice system performance criteria
and hardware requirements. _-_
Using both the guidelines and expected cockpit applications, five generic voice systems (recognition and
synthesis) were proposed. The first system has limited capability (100 word vocabulary) and _-_.
performance (i>95%) isolated word recognition system with digitally condensed voice response. It is
based on systems developed for the Air Force AFTI/F-16 program and could be available for use on
commercial aircraft, but it would not be available (certified) for one to three years. It is based on existing
technology available in commercially available systems, and it would offer connected word recognition
and phoneme-based voice synthesis. Both recognition and synthesis vocabularies would be larger than
the first system. A third system would be available for commercial aircraft in three to five years. It
would offer improved recognition accuracy, larger vocabularies, connected word recognition, and an
integrated expert (artificial intelligence) computer system. The fourth system would control cockpit
systems, but in simulators or test aircraft. It would use a commercially available connected mode
recognizer and phoneme-type synthesizer. The last system proposed would be identical to the fourth in
capability, but it would control the simulator systems (weather, emergencies, etc.) and not interact with
the cockpit systems.
Task 5 concludes this report by comparing the recommendations for applying voice systems to
commercial cockpits with those suggested in another NASA-sponsored study. This second NASA study
developed a 1995 commercial jet air craft concept for an all-electronic cockpit. The all-electronic cockpit t-"
offers voice as an option to the pilots for several cockpit operations. The voice recognition applications in
the baseline 1995 cockpit agreed with present study results in most cases by identifying similar
programming, interrogating, and data entry tasks. Voice synthesis applications identified were also
similar. The 1995 cockpit synthesis uses were divided into pilot selectable (for most) and automatic (for
special alerts).
In conclusion, the importance of voice systems, at least initially, is less to replace existing cockpit
hardware than to provide pilots an option in situations of high hands/eyes overload. More extensive
research should be conducted to determine if this option would help pilots manage the cockpit systems
more efficiently and safely.
Voice recognition systems would be best utilized to program and interrogate some of the more complex
systems on the flight deck, e.g., select menus and specific aircraft data on a control display unit (CDU),
and then enter new information if desired. Another programming application would be to prepare and
send a message by data link to the ground (ATC or company office) or another aircraft. The second most _.
likely application of recognition would be for entering data such as tuning radios or setting
navigational way points. Voice can also be used to select switch or mode positions, but this was not
estimated to be the best use of voice recognition.
Technology for voice synthesis (playback) systems is several years ahead of recognition systems, and
they are already in limited use in several commercial aircraft models today. _,
The implementation of voice systems in the flight deck is just as important as the voice capabilities
themselves. Before a system is selected, careful examination of the flight deck requirements and
guidelines is necessary. Ifa voice system cannot benefit the operational requirement, it is best not to use
it.
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Appendix A. Voice Equipment Review
Manufacturer Model Recognition Synthesis Vocabulary Size Availability, Packaging,
and Location and Price Capabilities Capabilities Basic and Options and Software Support
American Microsystems, Inc. $360 -- * Digitized and • 2K-bits speech at • Commercial product
3800 Homestead Road LPC-10 condensed 2K-bits/sec max * 24-pin chip, CMOS
Santa Clara, CA 95051 speech • LPC-10 rate with 20K bits on chip
(408) 246-0330 synthesizer method • Up to 32 words ROM
-- max
$3620 -- • Digitized and • Commercial product
LPC-10 condensed • 22 pin CMOS chip
speech • LPC-10
synthesizer method
E-Systems, Inc. CV3670/A -- * LPC-10 and • 2.4K-bits/sec • For JTIDS data link of
P.O. Box 226118 -- channel digitizing voice
•" Dallas, TX 75266 vocoders • Commercial and
(214) 272-0515 military products
General Digital Corp. GDX-- -- • Digitized • Basic--206 • Multibus expansion
700 Bornside Avenue Speech-TI * With TI industrial words module--per Intel SBX
East Hartford, CN 06108, LPC-10 tech • ROM space for expansion bus
(203) 528-9041 -- 206 additional specification
• Can take LPC * Commercial product
code from host
General Instrument SP1000 • User- • Digitized and * User design • 28-pin chip--user to
600 West John Street programmed condensed dependent incorporate in own
Hicksville, NY 11802 -- 8-stage LPC system
(516) 733-3107 • Independent and • 10-stage LPC • Commercial product
dependent
capabilities
SPO256A-AL2 -- • Digitized and • Allophones on • Chip
-- condensed ROM, no limit • Commercial product
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
Appendix A. Voice Equipment Review (Continued)
Manufacturer Model Recognition Synthesis Vocabulary Size Availability, Packaging,
and Location and Price Capabilities Capabilities Basic and Options and Software Support
Covox Company Voice - * Digitized and * Up to 150 words * Module to plug to
675-D Conger Street Master condensed Commodore 64 PC
Eugene, OR 97402 $120 * Commercial product
(503) 342-1271
Digital Equipment Corp. DECTalk TM -- Phoneme + • Basic vocabulary • Standalone with
146 Main Street $4K text-to-speech of >20K words RS232C I/O
Maynard, MA 01754 • 120-135 words per • Commercial product
sea
Digital Sound Corp. DSC-200TM • High quality -- • 32K bytes/sec • Interfaces with PDP or
_o 2030 Alameda Padre Serra $20K digitizing system typical VAX system
Santa Barbara, CA 93103 for rec. or syn. • 1.6M bytes/sec • Requires host control
(805) 963-8951 work research maximum • Commercial product
Dragon Systems, Inc. Dragon • Discrete -- • Memory • Software for small
Chapel Bridge Park Mark II • Dependent or dependent computer on host (i.e.,
55 Chapel Street (Priced for independent Apple II)
Newton, MA 02158 OEM) • Commercial product
(617) 527-0372 • Software + OEM
design support
Dragon Mark • Continuous -- • Memory • Design uses small
(OEM • Dependent or dependent computer (IBM PC) on
System) independent Limited host + custom board
• Prototype
• Software + OEM
support
Appendix A. Voice Equipment Review (Continued)
Manufacturer Model Recognition Synthesis Vocabulary Size Availability, Packaging,
and Location and Price Capabilities Capabilities Basic and Options and Software Support
ICS Electronics Corp 4800 -- • Digitized and • Basic 300 words • Standalone
1620 Zanker Road -- condensed • Space for custom • Controlled via
San Jose, CA 95112 vocabulary IEEE-488 bus
(408) 298-4844 • Commercial product
INFOVOXAB RA 101 • Discrete -- • Basic 48 • Standalone
Box 121, 5-18212 $3.5K • Speaker • Option to 3066 • I/O via RS232C
Danderyd, Sweden dependent but not real-time • Commercial product
(468) 753-3460 • Syntax available
SA 101 -- • Phoneme • Rate and pitch • Standalone
$3.5K • Text-to- control • I/O via RS232C
speech • Commercial product
RA 101/PC • Discrete -- * Basic 48 with • Board level for IBM PC
• For OEM * Speaker upload/download • OEM to provide host
$500/each dependent • Syntax (IBM PC) software
in 500 unit available • Commercial product
quantity due June 1984
SA 101/PC -- • Phoneme * Rate and pitch • Board level for IBM PC
• For OEM • Text-to- control • OEM to provide
$750/each speech software
in 500 unit • Commercial product
quantity due June 1984
) ) ) ) ) / ) ) ) ) ) ! ) ) ) ) ) ) )
Appendix A. Voice Equipment Review (Continued)
Manufacturer Model Recognition Synthesis Vocabulary Size Availability, Packaging,
and Location and Price Capabilities Capabilities Basic and Options and Software Support
Intel Corp. iSBC 570 • Discrete • Digitized and • Memory • Board (iSBC 576) +
3065 Bowers Avenue • Syntaxing condensed dependent control unit
Santa Clara, CA 95051 -- available vocabulary base • Requires Intel
(408) 987-8080 • Speaker development system
dependent • Commercial product
• Extensive software
development package
iSBC 576 • Discrete • Digitized and • Basic 200 word • Board level
• Syntaxing condensed rec. • I/O via Intel iSBC
-- available multibus or RS232 to
• Speaker other host systems
dependent • Commercial product
iSBC 577 • Discrete • Digitized and • Depends on user • Chip set (8)
•_ • Syntaxing condensed design • Prototype
-- available
• Speaker
dependent
Interstate Electronics Corp. VRT 101 • Discrete -- * 100 word resident • Standalone
1001 East Ball Road Family * Syntaxing • Up/download with • 2 - RS232C I/O
Anaheim, CA 92803 available disk or host • Commercial product
(714) -- • Speaker • CP/M based operating
dependent system
VRT 300 • Discrete -- * 200 word resident • Board level for DEC
-- * Syntax available • Up/download with VT100 and others
• Speaker host • Commercial product
dependent • Resident firmware
VRT 200 • Discrete -- • 100 word resident • Board level for ADM
• Syntax available • Up/download with 3A and 5 terminals
-- • Speaker host • Commercialproduct
dependent • Resident firmware
Appendix A. Voice Equipment Review (Continued)
Manufacturer Model Recognition Synthesis Vocabulary Size Availability, Packaging,
and Location and Price Capabilities Capabilities Basic and Options and Software Support
Interstate Electronics Corp. SYS 300 • Discrete -- • 100 word resident • Standalone
(Cont.) • Syntax available • Up/download with • 2--RS232C I/O
• Speaker host • Commercial product
dependent • Resident firmware
VRM 102 • Discrete -- • 100 word resident • Multibus board
• Syntax available • Up/download with • Commercial product
-- • Speaker host • Resident firmware
dependent
VTM 150 -- • Phoneme • 500 program and • Multibus board
based 1K user define • Serial and parallel
-- • Commercial product
• Resident firmware
VRC 100-2 • Discrete -- • User design, up to • 2-chip set
• Speaker 200 addressable • Commercial product
-- dependent • Firmware on ROM
• Syntax available
ITT Def. Electronics Corp Voice • Discrete • Digitized and • 100 words rec. • Standalone
10060 Carroll Canyon Rd. command • Speaker condensed • 125 seconds * I/O via RS232 or
San Diego, CA 92131 system (VCS) dependent speech syn. military standard 1553
(619) 578-3080 • Syntax--up to • Military qualified
25 nodes of • Resident firmware
25 words
VCS for IBM • Discrete and -- TBD • Board level for IBM PC
PC connected • Commercial prototype
-- • Syntaxing
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Key Tronic 5152 speech • Discrete -- • 100 words • Keybaord that plugs
P.O. Box 14687 recognition • Speaker resident into IBM PC
Spokane, WA 99214 keyboard dependent • Up/download with • Commercial product
(509) 928-8000 $1.5K • Syntaxing--9 host • Training and operating
subdivisions software included
Lear Siegler, Inc. Voice- • Discrete -- • 100 words • Standalone unit
Instrument Division controlled • Speaker nominally • I/O via Military
4141 Eastern Ave. SE interactive dependent • Data storage on Standard 1553B
Grand Rapids, MI 49507 device • Syntaxing removable module • Military qualified
(616) 241-7000 -- available • Training and operating
software included
Micromint Inc. Microvox -- Phoneme • 64 phonemes • Standalone
561 Willow Avenue • Text to • I/O via parallel or
Cedarhurst, NY 11516 -- speech RS-232C
(516) 374-6793 • 1000-3000-character
buffer
• Commercial product
• Resident firmware
Microvoice Systems Corp. Voiceboard -- • Digitized and • Up to 8 minutes • Single board for OEMs
33362 Peralta Drive condensed • 4096 word basic • Commercial product
Suite 5 $375 to $820 • User-defined • Resident firmware
Laguna Hills, CA 92653 words available
National Semiconductor MM54104 -- • Digitized and • Several hundred • Chip level
Corp Digitalker condensed words available • Commercial product
2900 Semiconductor Drive with LPC • For user's circuit
Santa Clara, CA 95051 -- method • Will make custom
(408) 737-5000 vocabularies
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NEC America, Inc. DP-200 • Discrete and -- • Basic 50 words • Standalone system
532 Broad Hollow Rd CSR connected connected speech • I/O with host via
Melville, NY 11747 $9K • Speaker • Options=150 RS232C, RS422, GPIB
(516) 752-9700 dependent words connected and 8-bit parallel
• Syntaxing and up to 500 • Commercial product
available words discrete • Training and
mode application software
included
SR-100 • Discrete -- • Basic 150 words • Host controlled
$2K • Speaker • Up/download with • I/O with host via
dependent host RS232C
"_ • Syntaxing by • Commercial product
host computer • User developed
software
OKI Semiconductor Corp SAS-1 -- • Digitized and • 128-sec maximum • Standalone for
1333 Lawrence Expressway Real-Voice condensed voice input at 4 recording own
Suite 401 Memory kHz and 64-sec at messages and transfer
Santa Clara, CA 95051 Processor 8 kHz to phone
(408) 848-4840 $9K • 64-sec buffer for • Commercial product
editing
Sanyo Semiconductor Corp. LC 8100 -- • Digitized and • User defined • CMOS chip, 28 pin
7 Pearl Court -- condensed • 28 seconds on chip • Commercial product
Allendale, NJ 07401 • 10-stage • Up to 28 minutes
(201) 825-8080 filter on external ROM
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SCI Systems Inc. Voice Control • Discrete • Digitized and • 100 word rec. • Standalone system
8600 So. Memorial Pkwy. Unit I • Speaker condensed • 100 word syn. • I/O with host via
P.O. Box 4000 -- dependent • LPC method • Up/download with military standard
Huntsville, AL 35802 • Syntaxing host 1553B
(205) 882-4800 available • Military qualified
• Resident training and
operations software
Voice Control • Discrete and • Digitized and • 150 word rec. at • Standalone system
Unit II connected + condensed one time • I/O with host via
-- word spotting • LPC method • Up/download with military standard
• Speaker host 1553B
oo dependent • Military qualified
• Syntaxing • Resident training and
available operations software
Scott Instruments VET-2 • Discrete, speaker -- • 40 words • For use with Apple II
1111 Willow Springs Drive $800 dependent • 1.5-sec duration and Franklin Ace 1000
Denton, TX 76201 per word computers
(817) 387-9514 • Up/download with • Board level and comes
host with microphone
• Commercial product
Speech Plus, Incorp Call text 5000 -- • Text to • Rate=50 to 250 • Board for IBM PC
461 North Bernardo -- speech words/minute • I/O--RS232C and
Mountain View, CA 94043 • Phoneme telephony
(415) 964-7023 based • Commercial product
• Applications software
per MS-DOS
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Speech Plus, Incorp. SP1020A -- • Digitized and • 2200 bits/sec • Standalone
(cont.) $2.5K condensed standard • I/O with host via
with LPC • EPROM for up to RS232C
36 seconds • Board versions
• Words recorded by available
vendor • Commercial product
• Resident firmware
PR2000 -- • Text to • Rate=50 to 250 • Multibus board
$3.5K speech words/minute • I/O via RS232C
• Phoneme • Size dependent on • Commercial product
based host memory • Resident firmware
• Words recorded by
vendor
Speech Systems, Inc. -- • Continuous -- • Now 200 word • Standalone system
18356 Oxnard Street -- • Phoneme based vocabulary • Aim '85 commercial
Tarzana, CA 91356 • Limited training, • Goal of 5000 word product
(818) 881-0885 system adapts to • Prototype
user • Software designed for
dictation
Street Electronics Corp Echo Speech -- • Text to • Basic with speech • Board level for
1140 Mark Avenue Board speech • Option of 90 phoneme codes Apple II
Carpinteria, CA 93013 $200 • Phoneme seconds custom • Commercial product
(805) 684-4593 based speech • Resident firmware
Echo GP -- • Text to • Basic with • Standalone
-- speech phoneme codes • I/O via RS232C
• Phoneme • Option of 90
based seconds custom
speech
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• Text to • Basic with • Standalone for use
Street Electronics Corp. Echo PC speech phoneme codes with IBM PC
(Cont.) -- • Phoneme • Option of 90
based seconds custom
speech
Texas Instrument, Inc. Speech Connected word • Digitized and • Syn word size • Board for TI PC
• • Commercial product
Speech Applications Command spotting discrete condensed dependent oll
P.O. Box 226015, M/S 394 System • Speaker per TI-LPC memory • q_-aining and
Dallas, TX 75266 $2.6K dependent • Syn/rec at 2400 applications software
• Syntaxing for 9 bits/see on disk
(214) 995-6571 nodes • 50 words per
vocabulary
,-. • Up/download
Voice • Connected word • Digitized and • Syn word size • Based on TI speech
interactive spotting + condensed dependent on comnmnd system• Standalone ystem
system discrete per TI-LPC memory
_ • Speaker • Syn/rec at2400 • Military qualifiedbits/see • Resident firmware
dependent
• 50 words per
• Syntaxing for 9
vocabulary
nodes • Up/download
• Module for voice
records
TMS 5100 _ • Digitized and • Number of words • Chip
voice system condensed depends on design • Large awdlable custom
vocabulary per TI-LPC • Up to 30 minute work
speech can be • Commercial product
processor addressed
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Threshold Technology Inc. CSR 1000 • Continuous, -- ° 1000 word total • Host controlled
1829 Underwood Blvd. -- word-in-context • ? active at one • I/O with host via
Delran, NJ 08075 • Speaker time RS232C
(609) 461-4200 dependent • Board level
available--Intel
multibus format
• Prototype
• User design software
Verbex Model 3000 * Connected and -- • 120 standard size • Standalone unit
Two Oak Park $17.9K discrete and option to 360 • I/O with host viaO
-- Bedford, MA 01730 • Speaker words RS232C
(617) 275-5160 dependent • Need SPADS system to
develop programs
• Commercial product
• Training and operating
software
Model 3000 ° Connected and -- • 120 standard size • Standalone unit
SPADS discrete and option to 360 • Development system
$32K • Speaker words with terminal and hard
dependent disk storage
• Commercial product
• Training and operating
software
• Applications
development software
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Votan VX Series • Discrete • Digitized and • Up to 255 word • Standalone and board
4487 Technology Drive V1000-V6000 • Syntaxing condensed recognition products available
Fremont, CA 94538 -- available record and vocabulary, total • I/O to host via RS232C
(415) 490-7600 • Standard playback • 60-70 words active • Local or remote control
speaker at one time • Commercial product
dependent with • Up/download data • Training operating and
limited speaker with host development software
independent available
option
V8000 series • Discrete • Digitized and • Up to 255 word • Standalone designed
o -- • Syntaxing condensed recognition for IBM PC host
available record and vocabulary, total • Includes IBM PC
• Standard playback • 60-70 words active • Commercial product
speaker • Up/download data • Training operating and
dependent with host development software
available
• Software interactive
with IBM PC
VPC-2000 • Continuous + • Digitized and • 75 words active • Board for IBM PC
$2.5K word spotting + condensed • Up/download data • Includes telephone
discrete record and with host management
• Speaker playback • Synthesis rate 4K • Prototype--due May
dependent to 14.4K bits/sec 1984
• Syntaxing • Training and operating
available and development
software
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Votan (cont.) VSP-1000 • Continuous word • Digitized and • Up to 250 words • Multibus board
$2.5K spotting and condensed discrete rec • Prototype
discrete record and • Up to 75 words • Resident firmware
• Speaker playback discrete rec • User design software
independent • Up to 75 words
option • Continuous rec
• Synthesis rate
600-1.8K bi___sec
• Up/download data
with host
VTR-6000 • Continuous and • Digitized and • Up to 250 words • Standalone
$4K word spotting condensed discrete rec • I/O with host via
and discrete record and • Up to 75 words RS232C
• Speaker playback continuous rate_ • Prototype
dependent • Synthesis rate • User design software
• Syntaxing 600 to 1.8K • Resident firmware
available bits/sec
• Up/download data
with host
Votrax Type-n-talk -- • Phoneme • Data rate = • Standalone
500 Stephenson Highway $300 text to 70-100 bits/sec • Receive data from host
Troy, MI 48084 speech via RS232C
(313) 588-2050 • Commercial product
• Resident firmware
SC-01 - • Phoneme • Data rate = 70 to • Chip
$40.00 text to 100 bits/sec • User designed circuit
speech • Commercial product
• Resident firmware
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Votrax(Cont.) VS-6 -- • Phoneme • 61phonemes + 4 • Standalone
$3.6K coding inflection levels • Receives data from
principles available host via RS232C or
• 8-bit command 8-bit parallel
word • Commercial product
• Resident firmware
ML-I -- • Phoneme • 122 phonemes • Standalone
-- coding and 8 inflection • Receives data from
principles levels (pitch) host via RS232C or
4 phoneme rates parallel
(duration) • Multilingual
• 12-bit command • Commercial pruduct
word • Resident firmware
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